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FOREWORD

Since 1973 the University of Cenderawasih and the Summer Institute of Linguistics have been working together to study the many minority languages of Irian Jaya. Part of this work has involved surveys of the languages of Irian Jaya to determine how many languages there are, where they are located, and how many speakers there are in each.

One of the most confusing aspects of the present state of understanding about the languages of Irian Jaya is the proliferation of names used in referring to 240 some languages spoken here. Often names used in published materials do not coincide with the names used by local people to refer to themselves. Often different authors refer to the same language with different names.

This publication provides an up-date based on Voorhoeve's (1975) Languages of Irian Jaya: Checklist, Preliminary Classification, Language Maps, Wordlists as well as Barr & Barr's (1978a) Index of Irian Jaya Languages.

The compilers of this present work have attempted to be as exhaustive as their sources allowed, drawing from a number of published works as well as much information gathered from mission personnel working in Irian.

The Rector,

Dr. Rudy Tarumingkeng
ABBREVIATIONS

ABMS  Australian Baptist Missionary Society  
APCM  Asia Pacific Christian Mission  
Aust.  Austronesian  
CAMA  Christian and Missionary Alliance  
GKI  Gereja Kristen Indonesia  
KODAM  Komando Daerah Militer  
LOC  Location  
NRC  Netherlands Reformed Congregations  
p.c.  personal communication  
PNG  Papua New Guinea  
POP  Population  
RBMU  Regions Beyond Missionary Union  
SIL  Summer Institute of Linguistics  
TEAM  The Evangelical Alliance Mission  
UMF  Unevangelized Fields Mission  
UNCC  Universitas Cenderawasih  
YPKK  Yayasan Persekutuan Penginjilan Masire  
ZGK  Zendings Gereformeerde Kerken
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0. Purpose

The valuable language resources of Irian Jaya, the easternmost province of Indonesia, must not be overlooked. The fact that this one province contains over one third of the nation's languages (240 out of 558) is a source of pride to knowledgable residents of the province, consternation to those interested in communicating with these various language groups, and astonishment to students of language. If one includes the 770 reported languages in Papua New Guinea, the greater island of New Guinea contains nearly 1000 languages, close to one fifth of the world's languages. Those newly acquainted with the language situation in Irian Jaya often conclude that each village is a separate language. While this is not the case, the multitude of languages in this province present an imposing problem to communication and present great opportunity for linguistic discovery as these languages have, for the most part, been only sparsely described previously. This index is intended to provide current information on the vernacular languages of Irian Jaya for researchers and those interested in understanding the relationships among the various groups here.

The current index is not the first such listing of the languages of Irian Jaya. Galis (1955a), Voorhoeve (1975), and Barr and Barr (1978a) compiled such information previously. The authors (and indeed all researchers in Irian Jaya) owe preceding volumes much. It is hoped that the current volume will complement these earlier works and provide details available only in the ten years since Voorhoeve's work. In the main Voorhoeve's analysis and maps have been followed except where the Universitas Cenderawasih - Summer Institute of Linguistics Cooperative Program has conducted more recent survey or fieldwork. Some other changes have resulted from new information from other linguists active during these past ten years. This volume does not, then, repeat all of the detailed bibliographical
materials presented in Voorhoeve. Those interested in such
details must consult that work.

The authors quickly admit their frustrations in trying
to obtain reliable data and attempting to make conflicting
reports make sense. It is hoped that errors inadvertently repeated from past studies or added will be
corrected in someone’s future work. Comments may be sent to
the authors in care of this journal.

1. Language names

The naming process for languages in Irian Jaya, as
perhaps elsewhere, has been shaped by past colonial rule, interaction with neighboring groups, mission contact, and
other such non-scientific activities. The resulting situation often causes confusion for researchers and even ill will
from local residents when a derogatory appellation is perpetuated. The language names used in this volume are
those found employed either by the people themselves (when recent studies confirm the same) or the current term known
in the literature or among researchers. A finderlist is provided to aid the reader in finding languages via their
various alternate names.

2. Population figures

The current estimate for the number of people native to
Irian Jaya (not counting recent or past arrivals from other
Indonesian islands) is one million. The census mechanism
employed at this time does not seek to ascertain native
language use nor does it provide details on ethnic origin.
Thus, only in monolingual village areas can one reconstruct
language populations from census figures. In urban centers
or mixed villages there is no means for ascertaining
language use. The population figures used in this work are
primarily based on Voorhoeve (1975) then corrected as
possible. The figures cited are at least proportionately accurate in that a language described as
having 5000 speakers is likely larger than one
described as having 4000 speakers, although both figures may
be somewhat inaccurate. Despite the present difficulties in
obtaining more accurate information, it is possible to note
that one third of the indigenous people of Irian Jaya speak
one of the Dani or Ekaari dialects (approximately 329,000).
Another group of about thirty languages which each have over
5000 speakers make up another 40% of the indigenous
population. Approximately sixty other languages have between
1000 and 5000 speakers and the remaining 150 languages have
less than 1000 speakers each.

3. Village names

The information on villages speaking a particular
language comes from various sources. The trend over the
past twenty years at least has been for smaller villages to
be brought together. Thus many villages listed in previous
works have since disappeared. Where more recent survey has
been conducted the name of the surveyor appears following
the village name so as to document when that village was
still extant. This index also attempted to group villages by
the governmental unit called a ‘desa’. Unfortunately, only
few reports contained such information. Most villages, then,
are listed in arbitrary order.

4. Language boundaries

The geography of Irian Jaya plus the lack of recent
detailed survey creates a great hindrance to accurately
delineating language boundaries. In general this volume
follows Voorhoeve(1975) except where more recent work has
been done. The lines enclosing a particular language are
schematic; i.e., whereas a pair of languages may actually
have a no-man’s land between them, they are often drawn as
abutting.

5. Language classification

The authors have made no attempt to reclassify
languages. They have followed either the recent maps of
Wurm and Hattori (1981) or the analysis presented in
Voorhoeve (1975). Occasionally previously unknown languages
such as Tause, Dou, and Fayu have been studied in the
intervening years and the authors have posited their
positions in a nearby linguistic group.

6. Sources

In addition to Voorhoeve's work (1975) the authors
have had access to unpublished survey reports of the
UNCEN-SIL Cooperative Program and have interviewed and sent
questionnaires to various people working in Irian Jaya. The
sources listed under each language reflect only these newer
sources and do not always repeat the valuable information
listed in Voorhoeve (1975).

7. Presentation

The authors found it best to organize the languages by
their position in one of the nine governmental areas called
'kabupaten' or regency. Within each regency languages are
arranged alphabetically. The reader should consult the
finderlist initially to find the number for the language he
is looking for. The language number consists of three
digits. The first refers to the nine regencies (1-9); the
remaining two digits designate the order within a section.

Each language is listed by its name and followed by its
various alternate names.
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9. The maps

Eleven maps have been prepared. The first map provides a key to the remaining ten; it shows the regency ('Kabupaten') boundaries and the order of the other maps from I to X. The ten language maps each cover approximately two degrees by three degrees and are on a scale of 1:1,000,000. The ten maps have been made so that they can be assembled into one larger map.

10. The bibliography

The bibliography presented here does not reproduce that in Voorhoeve (1975) nor that of Anceaux in Van Baal (1984). Rather, it concentrates on the less accessible and more current data employed in compiling this index. The authors chose not to present vernacular materials (e.g., primers, Bible translation) in the bibliography. Such materials are becoming very plentiful and should form a part of a more complete bibliography at a later date.

11. Acknowledgements

The authors express their gratitude to all the many people who submitted information to this project and to our fellow UNCEEN-SIL linguists Don and Shari Barr, Dwight Hartzler and others who worked on these survey materials over the years. It is the authors' privilege to see this information published, but also our duty to accept responsibility for any errors. We also must express our deep appreciation to the Universitas Cenderawasih administration which has allowed us to conduct linguistic research in Irian Jaya and to the editor-in-chief of the IRIAN journal, Dr. D. C. Ajamisea, for publishing these results. Special thanks are also due to Duane Clausen for his help in producing the language maps.
BUSUMI 905
Cicak - CITAK 506
CITAK 506
DABE 214
DABA 215
DAMAL 602
DANI, GRAND VALLEY 302
DANI, LOWER GRAND VALLEY 302A
DANI, MID GRAND VALLEY 302B
DANI, UPPER GRAND VALLEY 302C
DANI, WESTERN 303
Darha - TAUSE 614
Daua - NDUGA 312
Dawa - NDUGA 312
Dekwambre - AMBERBAKEN 401
DEMA 603
Demba - TEFARO 917
Demengong-Halibrom-Bano - MEKWEI 244
DEMTA 216
DERA 217
Digiol - MUYU, SOUTH 523
Digeollesch - MUYU, SOUTH 523
Djair - AGHU 501
Djangi - JANGGU 225
Djungu - KERO 702
Dok - NDUGA 312
Dok - TAUSE 614
Doda - DANI, WESTERN 303
Dombanu - ARANDAI 402
Dosebou - DOU 604
DOU 604
Doufou - DOU 604
Dra - DERA 217
DUBO 216
Dumut - KATI 508
DURANKERE 702
DUSNER 404
Dusnir - DUSNER 404
Duve - DUVLE 605
Duvele - DUVLE 605
DULUV 605
Dyair - AGHU 501
EIPOMEK 304
Eipomgek - KETENGBAN 308
Ekagi - EKARI 606
EKARI 606
Ekware - AMBERBAKEN 401
EMUMU 219
Enggiploe - DAMAL 602
Enkelembu - KANUM 509
Erai - BUBURUWA 205
Eritai - AKIKWAI 201
EROKWANAS 105
Etna Bay - SEMIMI 116
Faranyao - MAIRASI 111
Faur - URUANGINIRIN 118
FAyu 607
POAN 220
Poi - TURU 1 616
FOJA 221
Foya - FOJA 221
Gawix - MARIND 519
GEBE 703
Goni - YERETUR 418
Gosirago - MAIBRAT 713
Grand Valley Ndani - DANI, GRAND
VALLEY 302
GRESI 222
GRESI - GRESI 222
Haga - ATI 601
Halihoersch - MARIND 519
Hamlo - NIPSAN 314
Hamung - DAMAL 602
HATAM 405
Haya - BUBURUWA 205
Hmangana - KETENGBAN 308
HMANGONA 305
Hmongana - KORUPUN 309A
Hmonomo - HMANGONA 305
Hmonomo - KORUPUN 309A
Humbold-Jotafa - TOBATI 267
HUPIA 306
Iagu - SUABAU 720
Iau - TURU 1 616
IHA 106
Ikliklum Yubu - NIPSAN 314
Ilaga Western DANI - DANI,
WESTERN 303
Ilimai - EMUIM 219
Inanawan - SUABAU 720
INLOM - 307
Irahu - IRAKUTU 406
IRAKUTU 406
IRESIM 608
Iri - ATI 601
Iria - KAMBERAU 107
Irikena - AIRORAN 202
Iritai - ATI 601
Iru - IRAKUTU 406
ISIRAWA 223
ITIK 224
Itik - ITIK 224
Itik-Tori - ITIK 224
Iwoer - IWUR 507
IWUR 507
Jab - YEMEK 538
Jaban - ARANDAI 402
Jabsch - YELMEK 538
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Map number</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Map number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aghu</td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>Emumu</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aikwakai</td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>Erokwanas</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airo-Sumaghaghe</td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>Fayu</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aimoran</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Poau</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambal</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Poja</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Gebe</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amberbaken</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Gresi</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ansus</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Hatam</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anus</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Hmangonga</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arandai</td>
<td>II, III</td>
<td>Hupla</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arguni</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Iha</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asmat</td>
<td>VI, VIII, IX, X</td>
<td>Inlom</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ati</td>
<td>V, VII</td>
<td>Iresim</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awyi</td>
<td>VII, VIII</td>
<td>Isirawa</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayu</td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>Itik</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baburia</td>
<td>V, VII</td>
<td>Iwur</td>
<td>IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagusa</td>
<td>V, VII</td>
<td>Janggu</td>
<td>VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baham</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Kabera</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bapu</td>
<td>IV, V</td>
<td>Kaebra</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baropasi</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Kaburi</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baso</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>Kaeti</td>
<td>IX, X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bausi</td>
<td>V, VII</td>
<td>Kals</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedoanas</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Kamberau</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berik</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Kamberau</td>
<td>III, V, VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betaf</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kamaro</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blak</td>
<td>I, II, IV</td>
<td>Kanum</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blan Marind</td>
<td>IX, X</td>
<td>Kapitiauw</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biki</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>Kaporu</td>
<td>VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonefa</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Karas</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonerif</td>
<td></td>
<td>Karon Dori</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonggo</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Karon Pantai</td>
<td>I, II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borai</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Kaugat</td>
<td>IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buruwai</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Kaure</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busami</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Kauwerawec</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cikat</td>
<td>IX</td>
<td>Kauwol</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dabe</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Kave</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dabra</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>Kayagar</td>
<td>IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damai</td>
<td>V, VI</td>
<td>Kay upulau</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dani, Grand Valley</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>Keder</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dani, Western</td>
<td>V, VI, VIII</td>
<td>Kemberano</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Kuntu</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domba</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>Kerema</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dera</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>Ketengban</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dou</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Kimagama</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubi</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>Kimayal</td>
<td>VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duriankere</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Kiri kiri</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dusner</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Koe fi</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duvel</td>
<td>V, VIII</td>
<td>Koi wai</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eipomek</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>Kokoda</td>
<td>II, III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekari</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Kombai</td>
<td>IX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LANGUAGES OF KABUPATEN PAKFAK

101 Arguni (Argoeni)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Bomberai Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-200
LOC: Northwest coast of Bomberai Peninsula on island in Macleuer Gulf
REFERENCES: Walker and Werner 1978
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Grace - 7. Closely related to Onin
(114).

102 Baham (Patimuni)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, West Bomberai Stock,
West Bomberai Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,100
LOC: West Bomberai Peninsula east of Iha language
KECAMATAN: Kaimana, Pakfak, Kokas
REFERENCES: Plassy, Rumbraver and Ruhukael 1982/83, 1983/84;
Walker and Werner 1978; Walker 1983a
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Gravelle - Sanggram; C - Gravelle
- Kotam; C - Walker - Nasaulon; C - Woelders - Hornbena; A -
Gravelle - Nasamla. Cognates with Iha (106).
VILLAGE(S):
Weri
Wabari
Bahamendara
Horabena (Woelders 56)
etc.

103 Bedoanas
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Aust., Bomberai Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-250
LOC: Northwest coast of Bomberai Peninsula
REFERENCES: Walker and Werner 1978
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Woelders - Forir. Other languages in
same sub-group: Erokwanas (105).
VILLAGE(S):
Andamata
Fior
Forir (Woelders 56)

104 Buruwai (Asienara; Karufa; Madidwana)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New
Guinea Stock, Asmat-Kamoro Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-700
LOC: South Bomberai Peninsula along southwest part of Kamrau
Bay
REFERENCES: Walker and Werner 1978
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Walker - Gaka; C - Aruri - Gaka; C

- Naroba - Esania/Kuna. Cognates with Asmat (503), Kamoro
(108), Sempan (117), Kamberau (107).
VILLAGE(S):
Gurusa (Walker-SIL 78)
Tairi (Walker-SIL 78)
Hia (Walker-SIL 78)
Gaka (Walker-SIL 78)

105 Erokwanas
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Aust., Bomberai Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-250
LOC: Northwest coast of Bomberai Peninsula north of Baham
language
REFERENCES: Walker and Werner 1978
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Woelders - Darembang. Other
languages in same sub-group: Bedoanas (103).
VILLAGE(S):
Darembang (Woelders 56)
Goras

106 Iha (Kapaur)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 1955a; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, West Bomberai Stock,
West Bomberai Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-5,500
LOC: Par west end of Bomberai Peninsula around Pakfak and to
the north
KECAMATAN: Kokas, Pakfak
Walker 1983a
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Gravelle - Mandopa; C - Werner
- Merapi; C - Werner - Wagon; C - Hindom - Danaweria; C - Hindom
- Degen; etc. Cognates with Baham (102).
VILLAGE(S):
Wayati (Walker-SIL 78)
Mambunibuni (Walker-SIL 78)
Batafiasfas (Walker-SIL 78)
Sipatnamam (Walker-SIL 78)
Sum (Walker-SIL 78)
Deggen (Hindom 56)
Tetar (Walker-SIL 78)
Danaweria (Hindom 56)
Nambuktep (Walker-SIL 78)
Pikpik (Walker-SIL 78)
Atiati (Walker-SIL 78)
Merapi (Walker-SIL 78)
Wagon (Walker-SIL 78)

Irarutu see 406
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Maas (Bertels 56)

107 Kambarau (Kamrau; Iria)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Asmat-Kamoro Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-850
LOC: Southeast Bomberai Peninsula around Kamrau Bay
KECAMATAN: Kaimana, Arguni
REFERENCES: Walker and Werner 1978
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Walker - Wabo; C - Walker - Ubia Saramuku; C - Walker - Tanggaromi; C - Walker - Wainoma; C - Litaaj - Inari; etc. Cognates with Asmat (503), Sempan (117), Kamoro (108), Buruwai (104).
VILLAGE(S):
- Ubia-Saramuku (Walker-SIL 78)
- Bahomia (Walker-SIL 78)
- Wabo (Walker-SIL 78)
- Wainoma (Walker-SIL 78)
- Inari (Walker-SIL 78; Litaaj 56)
- Tanggaromi (Walker-SIL 78)
- Koi (Walker-SIL 78)
- Wamesa (Walker-SIL 78)
- Coa (Walker-SIL 78)

108 Kamoro (Mimika; Lakahia; Nagramadu; Mukamuga; Kaokonau; Umari 2; Neeperi; Maswena)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Asmat-Kamoro Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-8,000
LOC: South coast from the Opa River (134 degrees 45' E. long. to the Karumuga River 137 degrees 5' E. long.); south coast of Etne Bay to Mukamuga River
KECAMATAN: Mimika Timur, Mimika Barat
REFERENCES: Drabbe 1953, n.d.h.
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Peckham - Nanesa; C - Werner - Lakahia; A - Hindom - Nanesa.
VILLAGE(S):
- Western p=450 b=2 (Drabbe 53)
- Tarja p=500 b=2 (Drabbe 53)
- Middle p=430 b=2 (Drabbe 53)
- Kamora p=400 b=2 (Drabbe 53)
- Wania p=1300 b=2 (Drabbe 53)
- Mukumuga p=800 b=2 (Drabbe 53)

109 Karas
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, West Bomberai Stock, Karas Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-200
LOC: Karas Island off southwest coast of Bomberai Peninsula southeast from Pafkak
KECAMATAN: Fakfak
REFERENCES: Walker 1983a
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Gravelle - Maas; C - Bertels - Maas
VILLAGE(S):

110 Koivai (Kaiwai; Kiuwai; Kowiai; Namoteta; Aiduma; Namoteta; Kajumara)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Bomberai Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-600
LOC: Southwest coast at Kaimana and in Kamrau Bay on several islands
KECAMATAN: Kaimana, Teluk Etua
REFERENCES: Tismear 1913; Walker and Walker 1979; Walker and Werner 1978; Walker 1981, 1983a
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Walker - Ufiai; D - Walker - Namoteta; D - Grace - 7; C - Walker - Namoteta; C - Walker - Kerri; etc.
VILLAGE(S):
- Keri (Walker-SIL 78)
- Adjaya (Walker-SIL 78)
- Namoteta (Walker-SIL 78)
- Rayumera (Walker-SIL 78; Hindom 56)

111 Mairasi (Kaniran; Faranyao)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Mairasi-Tanah Merah Stock, Mairasi Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-2,500
LOC: Bomberai Peninsula southwest coast of "neck" of Irian due east and northeast from Kaimana
KECAMATAN: Kaimana, Teluk Arguni
REFERENCES: Peckham 1982; Peckham and Peckham n.d.; Barr and Barr 1978c; Walker and Werner 1978; Walker 1983a
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Walker and Peckham; D - Peckham - Lob; C - Walker - Maimai; C - Walker - Ursa; C - Walker - Sisir; etc. Other languages in same sub-group: Semimi (116) 70% cognate, Mer (112).
VILLAGE(S):
- Morano (Barr and Barr-SIL 78)
- Faranyao
- Sisir (Barr and Barr-SIL 78)
- Lob (Barr and Barr-SIL 78)
- Susunu (Barr and Barr-SIL 78)
- Warika (Barr and Barr-SIL 78)
- Kokoroba (Barr and Barr-SIL 78)
- Barari-Ursa (Barr and Barr-SIL 78)
- Ursa (Werner-SIL 78)
- Maimai (Werner-SIL 78)
NOTE: there are about 20 villages

112 Mer (Muri; Miere)
SOURCE: SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Mairasi-Tanah Merah Stock, Mairasi Family (SIL-Peckham)
POP: 100-300
LOC: Central Bird's Neck: headwaters of Wosimi and Urema Rivers
KECAMATAN: Teluk Etna, Waisior
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NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Peckham - Kiruru; C - Hindom - Semini; A - Peckham - Semini (Warifi). Other languages in same sub-group: Mairasi (111), Mer (112).

117 Sempan (Nararapi)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Asmat-Kamoro Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,000
LOC: Middle south coast between Koonoao and Agats, east of Kamoro and west of Asmat languages
KECAMATAN: Akimuga
REFERENCES: Drabbe 1953, n.d.g
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Asmat (503), Kamoro (108), Kamberau (107), Buruwai (104).
VILLAGE(S):
Sumapuro p=250 b=2 (Roesler-TEAM 76)
Ipem p=60 b=3 (Roesler-TEAM 76)
Wapu p=60 b=3 (Roesler-TEAM 76)
Omawka
Moparawapi
Nateaymi
Farpam
Otokwa

118 Uruangirin (Fauh)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Bomberai Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-250
LOC: Two small islands between Karas Island and mainland of southwest Bomberai Peninsula
KECAMATAN: Fakfak
REFERENCES: Walker and Werner 1978; Walker 1983a
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Gravelle - Tubirewasa; C - Walker - Mass; C - Bertels - Toebirwasa; C - Grace - ?
VILLAGE(S):
Toebirwasa (Bertels 56)
LANGUAGES OF KABUPATEN JAYAPURA

201 Aikwakai (Sikari; Ati; Tori; Britai; Aikwakai-Tori; Araikurioko)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; RBMU-McAllister and McAllister 1979; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, Central Lake Plain Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-800
LOC: Lake Plains area, just north of juncture of Rouffaer and Idenberg River along Mamberamo River
KECAMATAN: Mamberamo Hulu
REFERENCES: Feuillet d. Bruyn 1952; Martin 1980; Kana 1975a; DeVries 1976b; Manning and Cooper 1978; McAllister and McAllister 1979
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Martin - Siwaya; D - Martin - Haya; B - Cooper - Iri; B - Silzer - Iri; B - Manning - Iri; etc. Other languages in same sub-group: WereTai (276), Kwerisa (610), Baburiwa (205), Pauwi (253), Tauren (285), Taori-So (318), Taori-Kei (613), Papasena (252).
VILLAGE(S):
  Sikari p=150 b=2 (McAllister-RBMU 79)
  Haya Kausa p=150 b=2 (McAllister-RBMU 79)
  Iri p=75 b=3 (McAllister-RBMU 79)
  Biri p=144 (Briley-SIL 76/78)
  Papasena 1 p=275 (SIL 78)

202 Airoran (Adora; Iriemkena)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; van der Leeden 1954; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba Stock, Northern D) Division, Kwerba Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-400
LOC: North coast area on lower Apawar River extending west to Mamberamo River and along Lake Rombebai
KECAMATAN: Mamberamo Hillir
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - DeVries - Motobiak (Kabeso); C - Hurd - Motobiak/Subu; B - Erickson - Nivau. May be a dialect of Kwerba (235). Other languages in same sub-group: Samakoroka (255), Isirawa (223).
VILLAGE(S):
  Isirana h=17 (DeVries-SIL 78)
  Motobiak h=6 (DeVries-SIL 78)
  Subu (DeVries-SIL 78)
  Kabeso Marisi (DeVries-SIL 78)
  Nivau (Erickson-SIL 74)
  Tamajine
  Walter
  Kwesar

Kwatarimi
Batangai
Nibaw

203 Anus
SOURCE: SIL; van der Leeden 1954; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Yotaha-Sarni Group, Sarni Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: Island off north coast area east of Tor River
REFERENCES: van der Leeden 1954; Kana 1975a

204 Awy (Awje; Awye; Njao; Nyao)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; RBMU-McAllister and McAllister 1979; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Border Stock, Taikat Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-400
LOC: Northeast near PNG border just south of Jayapura
KECAMATAN: Abejura, Arso
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a
VILLAGE(S):
  Nyao
  Yosko
  Sowyo
  Bukisom

205 Baburiwa (Baburiwa; Barua; Babrua; Erai; Aliki; Haya)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; RBMU-McAllister and McAllister 1979; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, Central Lake Plain Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-350
LOC: West of Mamberamo River, Lake Plains area in low mountains just south of Lake Holmes, around airstrip of Kusera
KECAMATAN: Mamberamo Hulu
REFERENCES: Manning 1977; Kana 1975a; DeVries 1976b; Manning and Cooper 1978; McAllister and McAllister 1979; Briley and Briley n.d.
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Briley, J. - Kuster; C - Briley, D. - Obogwi; C - Manning - Agoiogoa; C - ? - ?; C - Pitman - ?; etc. Other languages in same sub-group: Kwerisa (610), Taori-Kei (613), Taori-So (319), Aikwakai (201), Papasena (252), WereTai (276).
VILLAGE(S):
  Eri h=12 p=135 b=3 SIL 78
  Kustra p=110 b=3 SIL 78
  Obogwi h=15 p=50 adults b=3 (McAllister-RBMU 79)
  Haya Seutai p=50 b=3 (McAllister 79)
206 Bagusa
SOURCE: SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba Stock,
Northern Division, Kwerba Family (?)
POP: 300+
LOC: East of Mamperamo, south of Lake Rombebai, north of
Kauwerawec language
KECAMATAN: Mamperamo Tengah
REFERENCES: De Vries 1986
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - De Vries - Bagusa

207 Bagu
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, possibly Geelvink Bay Phylum, East Geelvink Bay
Stock-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: North coast area along west bank of lower Mamperamo River

208 Baso
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, further classification uncertain
POP: +/-175
LOC: Lake Plains area on small river north of Idenburg River
just west and north of Dabra
KECAMATAN: Mamperamo Hului
REFERENCES: Barr and Barr 1978d
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Barr - Baso
VILLAGE(S):
   Baso p=175 (Barr-SIL 78)

209 Bauzi (Baudji; Baudji; Bauri)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; RBMU-McAllister and
McAllister 1979; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Geelvink Bay Phylum, East Geelvink Bay
Stock-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,000
LOC: Around Lake Holmes near mid Mamperamo River, Daua Bira
area
KECAMATAN: Pentei Barat, Mamperamo Tengah
REFERENCES: Briley, D. 1976, 1982; Briley, J. 1976; Manning
1977; Kuletai, Tomat, Isak, Briley and Briley 1980; Kana 1975a;
De Vries 1976b; Manning and Cooper 1978; McAllister and
McAllister 1979; Briley and Briley n.d.
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Briley - Noadi; D - Briley - '?'; D
- Briley; C - Munings - Su (Biri-Baudji); C - Bromley - Lake
Holmes; etc. Other languages in same sub-group: Tunggare (615),
possibly Baropasi (903).
VILLAGE(S):
   Aliya (Briley-SIL 76)
   Auguidighoga (Briley-SIL 76)
   Sorembuti (Briley-SIL 76)
   Dundu p=10 (Briley-SIL 76)
   Bayadi (Briley-SIL 76)
   Wakiadi (RBMU)

Lake Holmes (RBMU)
Agwiowga (RBMU)
Lake Holmes (Pitman 72; Bromley 74)
Sololobi (Briley-SIL 75)
Biri (Cooper, Manning-SIL 78)
Su (Munings 84) (listed as Baudi 2)
Noadi (Briley-SIL 82)
(unnamed) (Briley-SIL 81)
Bauji (Bahudi) (Voorhoeve 75)
Bauji-Wadina (Voorhoeve 75)
Gesua (Voorhoeve 75)
Dimadebu (Voorhoeve 75)
Naidete (Voorhoeve 75)
Sihadete (Voorhoeve 75)
Iteadete (Voorhoeve 75)
Ketara (Voorhoeve 75)
Atiki (Voorhoeve 75)
Siwodate (Voorhoeve 75)
Dirucci (Voorhoeve 75)
Demita (Voorhoeve 75)
Wohidate (Voorhoeve 75)

210 Berik (Berick; Berik; Upper Tor)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; van der
Leeden 1954
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern
(Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake
Plain Stock, Tor Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 1,000+
LOC: North coast area on mid and upper Tor River
KECAMATAN: Tor Atas
REFERENCES: Westrum and Westrum 1975, 1978; Westrum, P. 1976,
1980; Westrum, S. 1976; Thimbwai, Borom, Westrum and Westrum
1979; Westrum, Westrum, Songklawan and Sowenso 1980; van der
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Westrum - Somanente; C - Westrum -
?; B - Westrum - Daranto; B - Oosterwal 1961 - ?; A - Westrum -
Bore; etc. Other languages in same sub-group: Marengi (240),
Bonierif (212), Mander (238), Itik (224), Kwesten (236).
VILLAGE(S):
   Kondirjan (Sterner-SIL 73)
   Dangken (Sterner-SIL 73)
   Tenwer (Sterner-SIL 73)
   Somanente (Sterner-SIL 73; Westrum-SIL 82)
   Togonfo (Sterner-SIL 73)
   Bore (Daranto) (Westrum-SIL 74)
   Bora-Bora
   Waf
   Doronta
   Beu
   Sewan
   Safonuntan
   Taminbor
   Dirjan
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Kukwinfare  
Guatemasin  
Sauwrligoroyagi

211 Betaf  
SOURCE: SIL  
CLASS: Papuan, further classification unknown  
POP: +/-400  
LOC: North coast area east of Sarmi  
KECAMATAN: Pantai Timur  
REFERENCES: Sterner, R. 1973; Reimer 1980  
NOTE: Wordlists in file: B - Kana - Betaf; B - Westrum - Masimasi Island

212 Bonerif (Beneraf)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL  
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, Tor Family (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: +/-40  
LOC: North coast area on east side of upper Tor River  
KECAMATAN: Tor Atas  
REFERENCES: Sterner, R. 1973; Kana 1975a; Reimer 1980  
NOTE: Wordlists in file: B - Oosterwal 1961 - ?; A - Draper - Masimasi Island. Other languages in same sub-group: Berik (210), Mander (218), Kwesten (220), Maremg (220).  
VILLAGE(S):  
Beneraf (Oosterwal, Draper-SIL 73)  
Urbefrear

213 Bonggo (Arsopa; Bgu; Boqu)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; van der Leeden 1954; Grace (p.c.)  
CLASS: Aust., Yotafa-Sarmi Group, Sarmi Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: +/-450  
LOC: Northeast coast area east of Sarmi and west of Demta near Betaf  
KECAMATAN: Bonggo  
REFERENCES: van der Leeden 1954; Kana 1975a  
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Grace - ?; C - May - Tervas; C - Briley - Bonggo; C - Kana - Taronta  
VILLAGE(S):  
Taronta (Draper, Kana-SIL 74)  
Tarawasi (May-SIL 79) (in Polimak, Jayapura)  
Bonggo (Grace, Cowan, Briley-SIL 74)  
Arsopa

214 Dabe  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; SIL  
CLASS: Papuan, possibly Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, Tor Family (?)  
LOC: Upper Tor River area, north coast area east of Sarmi  
REFERENCES: Sterner, R. 1973
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NOTE: Wordlist in file: B - Oosterwal 1961 - ?  
VILLAGE(S):  
Dabe (SIL 73)  
Mangambills

215 Dabra (Bok; Taria)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL  
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, East Lake Plain Family (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: +/-100  
LOC: Lake Plains, on lower Idenburg above Mamberamo  
KECAMATAN: Mamberamo Hulu  
REFERENCES: De Vries 1976b, 1978; Barr and Barr 1978d  
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Barr - Taria. May be same as Weretai (276) spoken at Taiveye. Other languages in same sub-group: Taworta (265), Poav (220).  
VILLAGE(S):  
Taria-Dabra p=100 (Barr-SIL 78)  
Dabra-Dabra p=100 (Barr-SIL 78)  
Taiveye-Taiveye (Barr-SIL 78)

216 Demta (Muris)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL  
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Sentani Stock, Demta Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: +/-800  
LOC: North coast west of Tanah Merah Bay  
KECAMATAN: Demta  
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a  
NOTE: Wordlist in file: B - Cowan - ?  
VILLAGE(S):  
Demta (Cowan 56)  
Muris Besar (Cowan 56)  
Muris Kelii (Cowan 56)  
Ambora (Cowan 56)  
Yaugafsa (Cowan 56)

217 Dera (Dra; Kamberatoro)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a, 1956; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL  
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Senagi (Anggor) Sub-Phylum-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: +/-1,000 in Irian Jaya, +/-680 in PNG  
LOC: Border area south of Jayapura, in Irian Jaya and PNG, near Waris  
KECAMATAN: Web  
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a  
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Kana - Ambotro; B - Galis 1956 - ?. Other languages in same sub-group: in PNG.  
VILLAGE(S):  
Ambotro  
Kowanda  
Kakerenda  
Abar
219 Emumu (Kiamerop; Imikal)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 1955a, 1956; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Pauwasi
Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, Eastern Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,100
LOC: Border area south of Jayapura
KECAMATAN: Web
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - May - Andiprip; C - Kana - Obrub;
B - Galis 1956 - ?. Other languages in same sub-group: Yafi
(V277).
VILLAGE(S):
Andiprip (May-SIL 81) Ubrab
Ubrab (Kana-SIL)
Yuruf Enlarep
Mofon Andobrup
Amurwi Ondabrup
Wandabrub Panembu
Iriabu Mokobi
Tokop Ininggambu
Yafri Sinabrab
Yambrab Ji-Fanggri
Wunbrab

220 Foau (Doa)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; RMBU-McAllister and
McAllister 1979; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern
(Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum Level Superstock, Tor-Lake
Plain Stock, East Lake Plain Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 230
LOC: East Lake Plains area just north of lower Idenburg River
KECAMATAN: Mamberamo Hulu
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a; DeVries 1976b; Barr and Barr 1978d;
McAllister and McAllister 1979
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Barr - Foau; C - Barr - Mudiau; C -
Bromley - Foau. Other languages in same sub-group: Taworta
(266), Dabra (215).
VILLAGE(S):
Foau p=35 (Barr-SIL 78, Bromley-CAMA 78)
Mudiau p=79 (Barr-SIL 78)

221 Foja (Foya)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, further classification uncertain
LOC: Upper Bu River which is a tributary of Tor River, east of
Berik and Mander
REFERENCES: Sterner, R. 1973
NOTE: Only a remnant left as people have adopted Mander (238)
language.

222 Gresi (Gresik)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Nimboran
Sub-Phylum-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-2,500
LOC: West of Lake Sentani, southeast of Genyem
KECAMATAN: Kentugresy
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - ? - Ibub, Hawe. Other languages in
same sub-group: 80% cognates with Nimboran (240), Mekwei (244),
Kentuk (233), Awansu (234).
VILLAGE(S):
Hawe
Dekening
Demokau
Bring
Tabangkwari
Sekori

223 Isirawa (Saberi; Okwasa)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; van der
Leeden 1954; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba Stock,
Northern Division, Saberi (Isirawa) Family-Level Isolate
(Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,500-2,000
LOC: North coast area west of Sarmi, between Sarmi and Apawar River

KECAMATAN: Sarmi


NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - KODAM - ?; C - Erickson - Arbaise/Amsira; B - Sterner - Mararena. Closely related to Dani (302, 303) and Kwerba (235), maybe closest to Kwerba.

VILLAGE(S):
- Mararena h=20 p=150 b=1 (Sterner-SIL 73)
- Kamenawari h=20 p=150 b=2 (Sterner-SIL 73)
- Siratese h=15 p=100 b=2 (Oguri-SIL 81)
- Kartewar h=20 p=150 b=1 (Oguri-SIL 81)
- Arabais h=20 p=150 b=2 (Oguri-SIL 81)
- Nientontori h=20 p=150 b=2 (Oguri-SIL 81)
- Amsira-Ferkami h=35 p=200 b=2 (Oguri-SIL 81; Erickson-SIL 81)
- Arsania h=7 p=50 b=2 (Oguri-SIL 81)

224 Itik (Ititik; Ititik-Tor; Betef)

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, Tor Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-100
LOC: North coast east of Tor River
KECAMATAN: Pantai Timur

REFERENCES: Sterner, R. 1973; Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordlist in file: B - Oosterwaal 1961 - 7. Other languages in same sub-group: Berik (210), Bonerif (212), Mander (238), Kwesten (236), Maremgi (240).

VILLAGE(S):
- Biridua
- Nekwer

225 Janggu (Djanggu; Morwap; Tabu; Sawa)

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Morwap (Sawa, Tabu) Sub-Phylum-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-300
LOC: South of Jayapura, northeast of Kaureh area
KECAMATAN: Arso, Abeputa

REFERENCES: Kana 1975a

VILLAGE(S):
- Yamaas
- Sawa
- Kasso
- Penemon
- Samsai

226 Kabera

SOURCE: Kasonoweja (government employee); SIL
CLASS: Papuan, further classification unknown
LOC: Along the Mamberamo River
KECAMATAN: Mamberamo Hilir, Mamberamo Tengah

NOTE: Reported to be a trade language along Mamberamo River.

227 Kapitauw

SOURCE: SIL
CLASS: Papuan, possibly Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, Tor Family (?)
POP: +/-200
LOC: Just east of Biri River mouth
KECAMATAN: Pantai Timur

REFERENCES: Sterner, R. 1973

NOTE: Wordlist in file: A - Draper - Maentor

228 Kapori (Kapauri)

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Kaure Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Kapori Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-60
LOC: At village of Pagai on north bank of upper Idenburg River
KECAMATAN: Kapori

REFERENCES: DeVries 1976b; Barr and Barr 1978d; Barr and Walker 1978
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Werner - Pagai; C - Bromley - Pagai

VILLAGE(S):
- Pagai p=60 (Barr-SIL 78)

229 Kaureh

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 1955; SIL; RMBU-McAllister and McAllister 1979; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Kaure Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Kaure Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-400
LOC: Southwest of Lake Sentani along Nawa River
KECAMATAN: Kaureh

REFERENCES: Dommel and Dommel 1985, 1986; Kana 1975a; DeVries 1976a, b; Barr and Walker 1978; McAllister and McAllister 1979
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Dommel and Werner - West; C - Walker - Kasu; C - Barr - Soar; C - DeVries - Lereh; C - Bromley - Kaure

VILLAGE(S):
- Lereh p=300 (SIL 76,78)
- Koisua p=38 (SIL 78)
- Kasu p=48 (SIL 76,78)
- Seresere (SIL 78)
- Soar p=110 (SIL 76,78)
- Kaureh
- Serebu p=56 (SIL 76,78)
- Sewet
- Abun (SIL 76)
- Yamkire
- Silberi p=71 (SIL 78)
- Pinombi
- Takana p=69 (SIL 78)
230 Kayupulau (Kajupulau)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; SIL; Galis 1955b; Grace (p.c.)  
CLASS: Aust., Yotafa-Sarmi Group, Yotafa Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: 573  
LOC: On two islands in Jayapura harbor  
KECAMATAN: Jayapura Utara  
VILLAGE(S):  
Rafengafe (Galis 55; SIL)  
Kayu Batu (Galis 55; SIL)  
Kayu Pulau (SIL)  

231 Kauwerawec  
SOURCE: SIL  
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba Stock, Northern Division, Kwerba Family (?)  
POP: 400+  
LOC: East of mid Mamberamo River, north of Kasonaweja  
KECAMATAN: Mamberamo Tengan  
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a; DeVries, Silzer and Erickson 1976; DeVries 1977, 1986  
VILLAGE(S):  
Metaweja (SIL-DeVries 77)  

232 Keder  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; SIL  
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock (SIL-Westrum)  
LOC: North coast area east of Tor River mouth  
KECAMATAN: Pantai Timur  
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Sterner, J. - ?. SIL survey showed 43% cognate relationship with Berik (210).  
VILLAGE(S):  
Keder p=200-600 (Sterner-SIL 72, 73)  

233 Kembuk (Kamtek; Kemtuik)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; SIL  
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Nimboran Sub-Phylum-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: +/-2,500  
LOC: Immediately west of Lake Sentani, east of Gresi language  
KECAMATAN: Kemtuik  
REFERENCES: van der Wilden and van der Wilden 1976; van der Wilden, Jelty 1976; van der Wilden, Jaap 1976, 1981; Kana 1975a  
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - van der Wilden - Merem; C - SIL - Merem; A - Cowan - ?. Other languages in same sub-group: Gresi (222) 80% cognate, Nimboran (248), Mekwei (244), Kwansu (234).  
VILLAGE(S):  
Mamdayawan  
Maikari  
Merem (Cowan and SIL)  
Yanim  
Braso  
Aip  
Sawiron  

234 Kwanu (Kwansu-Bongrang; Kuangsu-Bongrang; Kwansu Bongrang)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL  
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Nimboran Sub-Phylum-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: 350  
LOC: West of Lake Sentani, north of Gresi language  
KECAMATAN: Nimboran  
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a  
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - SIL - Kwansu; A - Cowan - ?. Other languages in same sub-group: Kemtek (233) 60% cognate, Nimboran (248), Mekwei (244), Gresi (222).  
VILLAGE(S):  
Kwansu (Sanonambut) (Cowan and SIL)  
Bongrang  

235 Kwerba (Airmati; Armati; Koassa; Tekutameso; Nogukwabai; Naibedj; Kamboi-Ramboi; Metaweja; Segar Tor; Kawera)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; van der Leeden 1954; SIL; RBMU-McAllister and McAllister 1979; CANA-Bromley (p.c.)  
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba Stock, Northern Division, Kwerba Family (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: 4-1,500  
LOC: Upper Tor River area, northeast coast area along Apawar River extending east to Berik language  
KECAMATAN: Sarmi, Pantai Barat, Mamberamo Tengan  
REFERENCES: Silzer, P. 1976; Silzer, S. 1976; DeVries 1977, 1986, n.d.a, b, c; DeVries and DeVries n.d.a, b; van der Leeden 1954; Sterner, R. 1973; Kana 1975a; DeVries, Silzer and Erickson 1976; Westrum and Westrum 1978; McAllister and McAllister 1979  
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - DeVries - Aurimi; C - Westrum - Abiguan; C - Silzer - Binerania; C - ? - Air Mati; C - Westrum - Segar Tor; etc. Other languages in same sub-group: Airoran (202).  
VILLAGE(S):  
Aurimi p=300 (DeVries-SIL 77)  
Munukania p=167 (DeVries-SIL 77)  
Wamari p=300 (DeVries-SIL 77)
Kwerba h=15 p=90 (Briley-SIL 75; Bromley-CAMA)
Kwerba Airstrip Mambram (local name: Tatsewalem) p=150
b=2 (McAllister 79)
Metawa (Dean 72)
Naidjbeed (Oosterwal)
Binerania (Silzer-SIL 74)
Abiguan (Westrum-SIL 74)
Apiaweti (Erickson-SIL 74)
Namui (Kasonaweja now)
Kasonaweja (KODAM XVII Cenderawasih, Jayapura 85)

Kwesten

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; van der Leeden 1954
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern
(Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, Tor Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-2,000
LOC: Lower Tor River, north coast area inland east of Sarmi
REFERENCES: van der Leeden 1954; Sterner, R. 1973a; Kana 1975a; Westrum and Westrum 1978; Reimer 1980
NOTE: Wordslists in file: C - Kana - Beneraf; C - Kana - Takar; C - Kana - Reter Lam; C - Kana - Betaf; B - Oosterwal 1961 - ?; etc. Other languages in same sub-group: Berik (210) 40%
Cognot, Bonerif (212), Itik (224), Mander (238), Marenggi (240).
VILLAGE(S):
Holhoven (SIL 73) Dabe
Mafenter (SIL 73) Ombe
Arare (SIL 73) Takar (Kana-SIL 80)
Omte (SIL 73) Betaf (Kana-SIL 80)
Nenge Keder Lama (Kana-SIL 80)
Beneraf (Kana-SIL 80) Ansudu
Weyen Yamma
Dobe Holmalf

Liki (Moar)

SOURCE: SIL; van der Leeden 1954
CLASS: Aust., Yotafa-Sarmi Group, Sarmi Sub-Group
(Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-25
LOC: Islands off north coast of Sarmi
REFERENCES: van der Leeden 1954
NOTE: Wordslists in file: B - Sterner R. - Liki; B - Sterner, J. - ?; A - Sterner, J. - ?
VILLAGE(S):
Likiwini (Liki Island) (Sterner-SIL 73)

Mander

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern
(Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, Tor Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-20
LOC: North coast area, on upper Bu River, a tributary of upper Tor River, east of Berik
REFERENCES: Sterner, R. 1973a; Kana 1975a; Westrum and Westrum 1978; Reimer 1980
NOTE: Wordslists in file: D - ? - Loes; B - Westrum - Tatupi; B - Oosterwal 1961 - ?; Other languages in same sub-group: Berik (210), Bonerif (212), Itik (224), Kwesten (236), Marenggi (240).
VILLAGE(S):
Ninsin

Manem (Jeti; Yeti; Skofro; Wembi)

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern
(Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Border
Stock, Waris Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-400
LOC: Northeast border area south of Jayapura, north of Waris
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordslists in file: A - Cowan - Skofro; A - Cowan - Jeti/Wembi. Other languages in same sub-group: Awi (204), Waris (275), Senggi (258), Waina (271).
VILLAGE(S):
Wembi (Cowan)
Ukwar
Kiape
Yeti (Cowan)
Skofro (Cowan)
Skotlaho
Krikru

Marenggi (Marengge)

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern
(Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake
Plain Stock, Tor Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 47
LOC: North coast area east of Bongo language
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordslist in file: A - ? - ?; Language is unintelligible
to neighboring settlements including Bongo (213), Berik (210), Bonerif (212), Mander (238), Itik (224), Kwesten (236).
VILLAGE(S):
Marengge
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241 Masimasi
SOURCE: SIL; van der Leeden 1954; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Yotafa-Sarmi Group, Sarmi Sub-Group
(Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-200
LOC: Island off north coast east of Tor River mouth
KECAMATAN: Pantai Timur
REFERENCES: van der Leeden 1954; Sterner, R. 1973
NOTE: Wordlists in file: B - Grace - ?; A - Draper - Masimasi
Island
VILLAGE(S):
Masimasi (Draper, Grace)

242 Masep (Maseb)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; van der Leeden 1954; SIL;
CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, possibly Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba
Stock (?)
POP: 40
LOC: North coast area east of Mamberamo River and west of
Sarmi, Apawar River
KECAMATAN: Pantai Barat
REFERENCES: van der Leeden 1954; DeVries, Silzer and Erickson
1976; DeVries 1977, 1978
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Hurd - Masep; C - Erickson -
Maseb; C - Silzer - Masab
VILLAGE(S):
Masep h=2 (Silzer-SIL 76; Erickson-SIL 76)
Masep p=156 (Hurd 79)

243 Mawes
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; van der
Leeden 1954; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern
(Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake
Plain Stock, Mawes Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 693
LOC: Northeast coast area east of Sarmi near mouth of Wirowai
River
KECAMATAN: Bongo
REFERENCES: van der Leeden 1954; Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordlist in file: A - ? - ?
VILLAGE(S):
Mawes
Mawesweres
Mawesdai

244 Mokweii (Mooi; Moii; Moire; Menggei, Munggai; Mungge;
Demenggong-Walbrn-Bano; Mengweii; Walpi; Munku)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 1955a; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Nimboran
Sub-Phylum-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,200
LOC: Just west of Lake Sentani up to Tanah Merah Bay
KECAMATAN: Nimboran

REFERENCES: Kana 1975a; Collier 1977
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - SIL - Sabron; C - Cowan - Maribu;
A - Galis 1955a - Mungge. 60% cognates with Kembuk (233).
Distinct from Moli (715).
VILLAGE(S):
Kendate
Wandadaya
Buyanga/Buyanggemo
Kwamemo/Kwanemai
Walbrn/Walbrn Banco/Walbrn wai
Dzai/Desai
Walsamen
Maribu (Cowan, Galis, SIL)
Demenggong
Sabron
Sabeyao Besar

245 Molof (Ampas)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a, 1956; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Molof Sub-Phylum-Level
Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-200
LOC: South of Jayapura, southwest of Waris
KECAMATAN: Senggi
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordlist in file: B - Galis 1956 - ?
VILLAGE(S):
Molof

246 Nafri
SOURCE: Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Sentani Stock, Sentani
Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 1,630
LOC: One village in southeast end of Yotafa Bay
KECAMATAN: Abeupu
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a; Burung 1985
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Ajamiseba - Nafri; D - Moxness -
Nafri; D - Kalmbacher - Nafri; C - ? - Nafri. Cognates with
Sentani (259), Tabla (252).
VILLAGE(S):
Nafri (Moxness-SIL 85, Kalmbacher-SIL 85, Ajamiseba-UNCEN
85, Voorhoeve, McElhanon)

247 Nara
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Kaure Sub-Phylum-Level
Stock, Kaure Family (Wurm-Hattori)
KECAMATAN: Kaure
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a; Barr and Walker 1978
NOTE: Voorhoeve lists as member of Kaure Family. SIL survey to
area found only Kaure language in the area.
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248 Nimboran (Nambrong)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Nimboran
Sub-Phylum-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 100+ (May-SIL 78)
LOC: Due west of Lake Sentani around town of Genyem
KECAMATAN: Nimboran
REFERENCES: Schneider 1928; Anceaux 1965; May and May 1981;
Kana 1975a; May 1978
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - May - Sarmai Atas; D - May -
Sarmai Atas; D - 7 - 7; C - May - Sarmai Atas; C - SIL -
Imosem; etc. 40% cognates with Kentuk (233).
VILLAGE(S):
Imeno p=225 b=2 (May-SIL 78)
Sarmay Atas p=115 b=2 (May-SIL 78)
Ambrobi (May-SIL 78)
Warimbai (May-SIL 78)
Serap (May-SIL 78)
Genyem (Westrum-SIL 74, Cowan, Anceaux)
Inam
Singri/Singgriuai/Singgriwai
Meyu/Mieu
Banyum/Benioh
Srap
Kaltimo
Hamangrang/Samangrang
Yakotim
Sanggai/Sanggai
Imotem/Imotem
Bemem/Besym
Garmaiwah/Sarmaiwah
Kwimeno/Kwimeno
Kesymeno
Keborom
Imeno
Ombrop
Ienggu
Ngogeniem Leky
Ngogeniem
Namong
Paobaim
Nenggupku

249 Nopuk (Nobuk; Napok)
SOURCE: SIL; RMBU-McAllister and McAllister 1979; CAMA-Bromley
(p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba Stock,
Northern Division, Kwerba Family (?)
POP: 150+ (May-SIL 78)
LOC: East of Memberamo River, in the mountains between the
villages of Kwerba and Kasonaweja
KECAMATAN: Memberamo Tengah
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a; DeVries, Silzer and Erickson 1976;
DeVries 1977, 1986; McAllister and McAllister 1979
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - DeVries - Kwerba Memberamo; C -
Bromley - Nopuk; B - Briley, D - Kwerba; B - Briley, D -
Kwerba; B - Briley D. and Briley J. - Kwerba. Related to the
Kwerba (235) language.
VILLAGE(S):
Kwerba (SIL-DeVries 77)

250 Oria (Uria; Saweh; Wargu; Bundru)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL: van der
Leeden 1954; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern
(Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake
Plain Stock, Uria Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 1,500
LOC: Inland from Nimboran north of Lereh
KECAMATAN: Urans, Kaureh
REFERENCES: FIELDS 1985; van der Leeden 1954; Kana 1975a;
DeVries 1976a; Barr and Walker 1978; Jones, Larry 1982
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Fields - Guay; D - May - Nimboran;
C - Jones - Uria; C - Jones - Guay; C - Shelden - Urans; etc.
Closely related to Sause (257), Mander (238) and Berk (210).
Maybe closest to Sause.
VILLAGE(S):
Bundru p=75 (Barr-SIL 78)
Bemere p=81 (Barr-SIL 78)
Yanu p=70 (Barr-SIL 78)
Taja p=104 (Barr-SIL 78)
Ningine p=30 (Barr-SIL 78)
Jabae (Barr-SIL 78)
Dore (Barr-SIL 78)
Jarcad (Barr-SIL 78)
Kerati (Barr-SIL 78)
Membunj (Barr-SIL 78)
Sumasau (Barr-SIL 78)
Unurum (Barr-SIL 78)

251 Ormu
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Aust., Yotafe-Sarmi Group, Yotafe Sub-Group
(Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 745
LOC: North coast area just west of Jayapura, north of Mt.
Cyclops
KECAMATAN: Dapare
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Grace - 7; C - Kana - Ormu Kecil;
A - Cowan - ?
VILLAGE(S):
Ormu Besar (Cowan, Galis 55)
Ormu Kecil (Kana-SIL 75)
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252 Papasena
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; RMBU-McAllister and McAllister 1979; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, Central Lake Plain Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-400
LOC: Lake Plains area on Lower Idenbug River just east of junction with Rouffaer River
KECAMATAN: Mamberamo Hulu, Tor Atas
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a; DeVries 1976b; Manning and Cooper 1978; McAllister and McAllister 1979
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Bromley - Papasena; C - Cooper - Papasena 1; B - Briley, J. - Papasena 1; B - Briley, D. - Daude (Papasena 1); B - Manning - Daede (Papasena 1). Other languages in same sub-group: Baburiwa (205), Kwerisa (610), Taori-Kei (613), Taori-So (318), Akwakai (201), Weretai (276).
VILLAGE(S):
  Papasena 1 p=275 (Cooper 78); p=275 (Briley-SIL 78; Bromley-CAMA 78)
  Papasena 2 h=18 (SIL 78); h=18 (Cooper 78); h=18 p=100 (Manning-SIL 78)

253 Pauwi
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; van der Leeden 1954
CLASS: Papuan, Pauwi Phylum-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-100?
LOC: Mamberamo River area on west side of River by Lake Rombebai
REFERENCES: van der Leeden 1954
NOTE: Wordlist in file: A - ? - ?. It is doubtful whether the language is still spoken. When first recorded, Pauwi was spoken by an estimated 100. (Voorhoeve 1975)

254 Podena
SOURCE: SIL; van der Leeden 1954
CLASS: Aust., Yotafa-Sarmi Group, Sarmi Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-200
LOC: Island off north coast east of Biri River
REFERENCES: van der Leeden 1954
VILLAGE(S):
  Podena (Sterner-SIL 73)

255 Samaroquena (Tamaja; Samarkena; Karfasia; Tamaya)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; van der Leeden 1954; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba Stock, Northern Division, Samaroquena (Tamaja) Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-400
LOC: North coast area inland in area just east of Apawar River
KECAMATAN: Pantai Barat
REFERENCES: van der Leeden 1954; Kana 1975a; DeVries, Silzer and Erickson 1976; DeVries 1977
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Kana - Tabe; B - DeVries - Samaroquena; A - ? - Tamaja. Other languages in same sub-group: Kwerba (235), Airoran (202), Isirawa (223).
VILLAGE(S):
  Karfasia (SIL 76)
  Samaroquena (DeVries-SIL 76)
  Muarara (SIL 76)
  Maniwa (SIL 76)

256 Sangke
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Sko Phylum-Level Stock, Vamino Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-200
LOC: Northern Border area southeast of Jayapura
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordlist in file: A - Cowan - ?
VILLAGE(S):
  Nyao-Nyao
  Kofro
  Sangke (Cowan)

257 Sause
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; RMBU-McAllister and McAllister 1979
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock (SIL-Fields)
POP: +/-500
LOC: Southwest of Sentani, northwest of Lereh
KECAMATAN: Kaureh
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a; DeVries 1976a; Barr and Walker 1978; McAllister and McAllister 1979; Dommel and Dommel 1985
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Fields - ?; C - Barr - Sause; C - Walker - Ures; C - DeVries - Sause
VILLAGE(S):
  Ures p=100/87 (SIL 76/78)
  Mubararon p=30/62 (SIL 76/78)
  Sause-Bokoko p=60/84-160 (SIL 76/78)
  Witti-Yadow p=34 (SIL 76/78)
  Lidyia p=30 (SIL 76/78)
  Fuaral (SIL 76/78)
258 Senggi
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern
(Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Border
Stock, Waris Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-120
LOC: Border area south of Jayapura
KECAMATAN: Senggi
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - ? - ?; Other languages in same
sub-group: Waris (275), Manem (239), Waina (271).
VILLAGE(S):
Senggi
Tomfor
Umbekwa

259 Sentani
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Sentani Stock, Sentani
Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-25,000
LOC: Around Lake Sentani
KECAMATAN: Sentani
REFERENCES: Bink 1902b; Moolenburgh 1906; Wirz 1922; Cowan
1979; Gregerson and Hartzler n.d.; Kana 1975a; Kana and
Pernhout 1975; Collier 1977; Burung 1985
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Hartzler, M. - Sentani Barat, Doyo
Lama; D - Brown - Ayapo; D - Brown - Ajao; D - Matsumura - Ifar
Besar; D - Matsumura - Ayapo; etc. There are three dialects,
Eastern, Central and Western.
VILLAGE(S):
Sosirihi
Yakonde
Doyo
Doyo Lama (Cowan)
Abar
Dondai
Kwadeware
Fomfelo/Simporo
Ifar-Babrongko
Yabaul
Sereh
Nadali/Netar
Yobe
Ifar-Kecil
Sibolboi
Puyoh-Besar
Sibolboi-Kecil
Abala
Asel-Kecil
Waena
Yoka
Buay
Ifar Besar (Brown, Matsumura-SIL 85)
Ayapo (Brown, Matsumura-SIL 85)

260 Sko (Seka; Seko; Sekol; Sekou; Tunawo)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Sko Phylum-Level Stock, Vanimo Family
(Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-350
LOC: North coast Border area east of Jayapura at mouth of Tami
River
KECAMATAN: Abe pura
REFERENCES: Cowan 1952; Laycock 1975, Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Kalmbacher - Sko Mabo; D - Mo x ness
- ?; C - Kana - Sko-Sai. Other languages in same sub-group:
Sangke (256).
VILLAGE(S):
Sko-Yambo (Kana-SIL)
Sko-Mabo (Kalmbacher-SIL 85)
Sko-Sai (Kana-SIL)

261 Sobei (Biga)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; van der
Leeden 1954; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Yotafa-Sarmi Group, Sarmi Sub-Group
(Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,850
LOC: North coast area east of Sarmi
KECAMATAN: Sarmi
1985; van der Leeden 1954; Kana 1975a; Reimer 1980
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Sterner, J. - ?; D - Grace - ?; A
- Sterner, J. - ?
VILLAGE(S):
Sarmi p=300 (Stern-SIL 73; Grace)
Sawar p=500 (Stern-SIL 73)
Bagesierwar p=700 (Stern-SIL 73)

262 Tabla (Tepera; Tanamerah 2; Tabi; Jakari)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Sentani Stock, Sentani
Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,600
LOC: North coast area, east and west of Tanamerah Bay
KECAMATAN: Deppare, Demta
REFERENCES: Collier 1977, 1982; Collier and Gregerson 1982;
Abiasay, Dywaytow and Collier 1983; Gregerson and Hartzler n.d.;
Collier and Collier, to appear; Kana 1975a, b; Walker 1983c
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - ? - ?; D - Kana - Tablanusus; C
- Hartzler - Deppare; C - KODAM - Deppare, Demta; C - ?
- Tablanusus. Distinct from Tanamerah (415, Sumeri) of Bomberai
Peninsula. Other languages in same sub-group: Sentani (259) 30%
cognate, Nafri (246).
Taurap (Borumesso; Boromesso; Monao; Monau)

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; RBMU-McAllister and McAllister 1979; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Taurap (Borumesso) Phylum-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-160
LOC: Along mid Mamberamo northeast of Lake Holmes
KECAMATAN: Mamberamo Tengah
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a; DeVries 1976b; McAllister and McAllister 1979
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Briley - Burumesso; C - Bromley - Burumesso; A - Galis 1955a - Monau. Remote links to Baropani (903), Bauzi (209), Dani (302, 303).
VILLAGE(S):
  Burumesso b=2 (McAllister 79)

Taworta

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, East Lake Plain Family (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: Lake Plains area on south side of Idenburg River, east of Talyewe
KECAMATAN: Mamberamo Hulu, Karubaga
REFERENCES: DeVries 1976b

Tobati (Jotafa; Humboldt-Jotafa; Yotafa; Yautefa)

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Aust., Yotafa-Sarmi Group, Yotafa Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-800
LOC: In Yotafa Bay near Jayapura
KECAMATAN: Jayapura Selatan
REFERENCES: Kern 1900; Bink 1902a; Kana 1975a; Boer 1985
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Grace - Engros; C - Boer - Tobati; C - Burung - Tobati; C - Mandoweli - Tobati; C - Berg - Tobati. Rayupulau (231) may be a dialect.
VILLAGE(S):
  Tobati (Westrum-SIL 73) h=20 (Boer-SIL et.al. 85)
  Engros (Westrum-SIL 73)
  Entrop (Westrum-SIL 73)
  Kota Raja (Westrum-SIL 73)

Tofamna

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 1956; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Tofamna Sub-Phylum-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: South of Jayapura just east of Nawa River
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordlist in file: B - Galis 1956 - ?
269 Towei
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 1956; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Pauwasi
Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, Western Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-115
LOC: Border area south of Jayapura, south of Dubu, west of
Emumu languages
KECAMATAN: Waris
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordlist in file: B - Galis 1956 - ?. Other languages in
same sub-group: Dubu (218).
VILLAGE(S):
Towe i
Tabi

270 Usku
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 1956; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Usku Sub-Phylum-Level
Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 20
LOC: South of Jayapura just south of Pauwasi River
KECAMATAN: Senggi
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordlist in file: B - Galis 1956 - ?
VILLAGE(S):
Usku

271 Wain a (Sowanda; Wina; Wain a-Sowanda; Wanya; Wanja)
SOURCE: Galis 1955a, 1956; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern
(Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Border
Stock, Waris Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,100; 1,000 of these in PNG
LOC: Border area south of Jayapura
KECAMATAN: Waris
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Galis 1956 - ?; A - de Haan - ?.
Most area in PNG now. Other languages in same sub-group: Waris
(275), Senggi (258), Manem (239).

272 Wakde
SOURCE: SIL; van der Leeden 1954; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Yotafa-Sarmi Group, Sarmi Sub-Group
(Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-400
LOC: Islands off north coast just east of Tor River
REFERENCES: van der Leeden 1954; Sterner, R. 1973; Reimer 1980
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Grace - Moar; C - Kana,
Songkilawang and Reimer - Wakde; B - Westrum - Wakde Islands;
B - Kana - ?; B - Erickson - ?
VILLAGE(S):
Wakde (Arare) (Sterner-SIL 73)

273 Warembori (Waren bori)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; van der
Leeden 1954; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Warembori Phylum-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-350
LOC: Mouth of Mamberamo River
KECAMATAN: Mamberamo Hilir
REFERENCES: van der Leeden 1954; Kana 1975a; DeVries 1978
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - DeVries - Warembori
VILLAGE(S):
Warembori p=220 b=2 (SIL-DeVries 78)
Teb a
Yoke

274 Wares
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, possibly Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern
(Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake
Plain Stock, Tor Family (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: North coast area east of Betaf by Biru River
REFERENCES: Sterner, R. 1973
NOTE: Distinct from Wari (275) or Wari (Weret a i, 276)
VILLAGE(S):
Mauswares (SIL 73)

275 Waris
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern
(Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Border
Stock, Waris Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-4,000 (1,500 in Irian Jaya; 2,500 in PNG)
LOC: Border area south of Jayapura and PNG
KECAMATAN: Waris
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Brown - Dautsendi, PNG; B - Brown,
Dautsendi, PNG; B - Kana - Desa Fam; A - Hoogland - ?.
Other languages in same sub-group: Manem (239), Senggi (258), Wain a
VILLAGE(S):
Amps a
Komi et i
Mayer
Waris

276 Weret a i (Wari)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; RBMU-McAllister and
McAllister 1979; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern
(Border-Lake-Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain
Stock, Central Lake Plain Family (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: Lake Plains area around RBMU station Taleyeve
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a; DeVries 1976b; Manning and Cooper 1978;
McAllister and McAllister 1979
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Briley - Taeve; C - Manning -
Taleyeve; C - Bromley - Taleyeve. Other languages in same
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sub-group: Baburiwa (205), Kwerisa (610), Taori-Kei (613), Taori-So (318), Papasena (252), Aikwakai (201).
VILLAGE(S):
Taiyeve (Bromley-CAMA, Briley-SIL)

277 Yafi (Yaffi; Jaffi; Wargarinadem; Wagarinadem)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 1955a, 1956; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Papuasi
Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, Eastern Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/−170
LOC: Border area south of Jayapura near Ampas
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Galis 1956 - ?. Other languages in same sub-group: Emumu (219).
VILLAGE(S):
Yaffi
Sunoguar
Tainda
Abiu
Tokondo

278 Yamna
SOURCE: SIL; van der Leeden 1954
CLASS: Aust., Yotaka-Sarmi Group, Sarmi Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/−250
LOC: On north coast island east of Tor River
KECAMATAN: Pantai Timur
REFERENCES: van der Leeden 1954; Sterner, R. 1973; Reimer 1980
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Kana, Songkilawang and Reimer - Yamna; B - Sterner, J.; A - Westrum - Masimasi Island; A - Sterner, J. - ?
VILLAGE(S):
Yamna (Sterner, Westrum-SIL)

279 Yarsun
SOURCE: SIL
CLASS: Aust., Yotaka-Sarmi Group, Sarmi Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/−200?
LOC: Island off north coast east of Biri River

280 Yoki
SOURCE: SIL
CLASS: Papuan, further classification unknown
POP: 40
LOC: To the east of Warembori on the east side of the mouth of Mamberamo River
KECAMATAN: Mamberamo Hilir
REFERENCES: DeVries 1978
NOTE: Maybe the same as Pauvi (253)
VILLAGE(S):
Yoki p=40 (SIL-DeVries 78)

LANGUAGES OF KABUPATEN JAYAWIJAYA

301 Biksi
SOURCE: Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Sepik-Ramu Phylum, Sepik Sub-Phylum, Biksi
Stock-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/−200
LOC: On headwaters of Upper Sepik in Irian Jaya and PNG
VILLAGE(S):
Mofiniap
Aneikum

302 Dani, Grand Valley (Grand Valley Ndani; Morip; Oeningoep)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba Stock, Southern Division, Great Dani Family, Dani Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/−100,000
LOC: In Balem River valley in Central Highlands of Irian

302A Dani, Lower Grand Valley (Tangma)
VILLAGE(S):
stations
Hetigima (CAMADA)
Tangma (CAMADA)
Hasema (CAMADA)

302B Dani, Mid Grand Valley
VILLAGE(S):
stations
Tulum (CAMADA)
Pugima (CAMADA)
Ibale (CAMADA)
Wamen (CAMADA)
Sinatma (CAMADA)

302C Dani, Upper Grand Valley
VILLAGE(S):
stations
Pyramid (CAMADA)
Wosi (CAMADA)
Tagi (CAMADA)

303 Dani, Western (Western Ndani; Ilaga Western Dani; Doda; Lani; Laany; Oeningoep; Timorini; Saoweri-Hablifoeri; Ndani)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 1955a; CAMA-Larson (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba Stock, Southern Division, Great Dani Family, Dani Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/−129,000
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LOC: In Central Highlands to west of Baliem River and east of Waisel lakes

KECAMATAN: Karubaga, Sinak, Ilaga


NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Berryman - Karubaga

VILLAGE(S):

stations
Sinak (CAMA)
Ilaga (CAMA)
Lumu (CAMA)
Bina (CAMA)
Itaripa (CAMA)
Bokonjini (APCM)
Lana (APCM)
Kelila (APCM)
Milia (UPM)
Tlu (UPM)
Karubaga (RBMU)
Kangime (RBMU)
Mamit (RBMU)
Tlom (ABMS)
Pit River (ABMS)
Magi (ABMS)

304 Biponek

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; UFM-Doriot (p.c.);
NRC-Louwerse (p.c.); RBMU-Godschalk (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Mek (Goliath)
Sub-Phylum-Level Family, Western Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-3,000

LOC: Eastern Highlands area, east of Naltya


NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Doriot - Serabum; C - Louwerse - Eipo-Ujpo. Other languages in same sub-group: Ketengban (308), Hmanggona (305).

305 Hmanggona (Naltya; Naltja; Nalca; Kimyal; Kimjal; Hmonomo)

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; UFM-Doriot (p.c.);
RBMU-Godschalk (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Mek (Goliath)
Sub-Phylum Level Family, Western Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 8,000-10,000

LOC: Eastern Highlands area on north slopes of ranges northeast of Korupun and southeast of Nipsan

KECAMATAN: Kurima

REFERENCES: Rule, Rule and Cutting 1972

NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Steinbring - Nalca; C - Doriot - Oisekla; B - Louwerse. Other languages in same sub-group: Kimyal (309), Inlom (307), Una (319), Ketengban (308).

VILLAGE(S):

Uisekla (Doriot-UPM)
Em
Hen
Kan
Kok
Luwena
Oba
Sekona
Bono
Ngeregen

310 Kosare (Kosadde)

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; APCN; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Raure Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, Kauere Family (Wurm-Hattori)
NOTE: Formerly at Hulu Atas just west of juncture of Nawa and Idenber Rivers. Presently thought to have moved to the east.

VILLAGE(S):

stations
Milia (UPM)
Tlu (UPM)
Karubaga (RBMU)
Kangime (RBMU)
Mamit (RBMU)
Tlom (ABMS)
Pit River (ABMS)
Magi (ABMS)

311 Momuna

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; SIL; RBMU-Yost and Wilson 1977;
RBMU-Henson (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Somahai Family
POP: +/-1,200

LOC: Lowlands 40 miles south of Wamena

KECAMATAN: Wamena


VILLAGE(S):

Sumo h=17 p=75 b=3 (Songkilawang-SIL 82)
Dekai h=25 p=200 b=3 (Songkilawang-SIL 82)
Moriku b=3 (Songkilawang-SIL 82)
Indama b=3 (Songkilawang-SIL 82)
Tuo b=3 (Songkilawang-SIL 82)

312 Nduga (Ndugwa; Ndauwa; Dauwa; Dawa; Pesechem; Pesecham; Pesegeem)

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; CAMA-Owen (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba Stock, Southern Division, Great Dani Family, Ngalik-Nguda Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-10,000

LOC: Central Highlands, south slopes of ranges, south of Western Dani north of Asmat

KECAMATAN: Tlom

REFERENCES: Nouhuys 1912

NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Yali (321), Silimo (316)

VILLAGE(S):

Akimuga
Mapnduma
around Tangma
around Sinak
around Ilaga
around Bioga
around Hitadipa
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313 Ngaius (Sibil)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; UFJ-J. Hook (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Ok Family, Mountain Ok Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/−10,000 in Irian Jaya, 5,000 in PNG
LOC: Border area in main mountain range north of North Muuy and Twur languages
KECAMATAN: Oksibil, Kiwirok
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Kauwol (S11)
VILLAGE(S):
Kiwi
Sibil

314 Nipsan (Wanam; Iklikul Yubu; Hamlo)
SOURCE: SIL; NRC-Louwerse (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Mek (Goliath) Sub-Phylum Level Family, Western Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 1,500-5,000
LOC: Around mission station Nipsan and east of Nipsan
KECAMATAN: Kurima
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Steinbring - Walmak
VILLAGE(S):
Salsal
Tapla
Nipsan
Mirin
Mhamlo
Silkereg
Keilum
Itukdona
Wit
Isaldoma
Buluke
Bimul

315 Pyu
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Kwoina Phylum-Level Stock, Pyu Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/−100
LOC: Border area in center of high land near headwaters of Sepik River
VILLAGE(S):
Bluriap
Yibu
Blaké 2

316 Silimo (South Ngaius; Wusak; Wulik; Paiyage)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba Stock, Southern Division, Great Dani Family, Ngaius-Nguda Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/−5,000
LOC: Central Highlands area south of range immediately west of Baliem River
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Yali (321), Nduga (312)
VILLAGE(S):
Silimo (CAMA)
Hasima (CAMA)

317 Sukubatong (Aipki; Kimgi)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; SIL; UFJ-J. Hook (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, further classification unknown
POP: +/−350
LOC: Border area near headwaters of Sepik River
KECAMATAN: Kiwirok
REFERENCES: Reimer and Songkila-Kawang 1980b
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Reimer - Arbasi. May be same as Biksi (301) or Pyu (315) language. Hook reports ten other languages in the area, as yet undocumented.
VILLAGE(S):
Arbasi: p=40 adults (SIL-Reimer 80)
3 villages-no name (SIL-Reimer 80)

318 Taori-So
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; RBMU-McAllister and McAllister 1979; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, Central Lake Plain Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/−330
LOC: Lakes Plains area south of Tikieve
KECAMATAN: Karubaga
REFERENCES: Manning and Cooper 1978; McAllister and McAllister 1979
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Cooper - Taive; C - Briley - Taive; C - Bromley - Taive. Other languages in same sub-group: Baburiwa (205), Kwerisa (610), Taori-Kei (611), Aikwakai (201), Papasena (252), Weretai (276).
VILLAGE(S):
Tikieve-Taive
Dou
Taive: p=200 (Draper; Briley-SIL 78)
319

Una (Mt. Goliath; Oranje-Gebergte)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; NRC-Looijen (p.c.);
RBMU-Godschalk (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Mek (Goliath)
Sub-Phylum Level Family, Western Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-5,000
LOC: Eastern Highlands on south slopes of main ranges west and
east of Langda
REFERENCES: Louwerse and van der Wilden 1975; Louwerse 1976a,
b, 1978a, b, c, d, e, 1980a, b, 1982a, b, 1983; Bromley 1978
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Louwerse - . Other languages in
same sub-group: Hmangona (305), Iniom (307), Kimyal (309),
Ketengban (308).

320

Walak
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; APCM
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba Stock,
Southern Division, Great Dani Family, Dani Sub-Family (?)
LOC: near Western Dani
KECAMATAN: Kelila
NOTE: Possible dialect of Western Dani (303)
VILLAGE(S):
   Ilugwa
   Wolo
   Bugi
   Mogonik
   Wurigelebut

321

Yali (Yaly; North Ngalik)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; RBMU-Wilson, Godschalk
(p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dani-Kwerba Stock,
Southern Division, Great Dani Family, Ngalik-Nguda Sub-Family
(Wurm-Hattori)
REFERENCES: Fahner 1979

321A

Yali, Angguruk dialect
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; NRC-Louwerse (p.c.)
POP: +/-15,000
LOC: Central Highlands area, north of ranges between Pass
Valley and Angguruk
KECAMATAN: Kurima
REFERENCES: Zöllner 1972, n.d.a, b.
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Silimo (316), Nduga
(312)
VILLAGE(S):
   Uwam
   Puplym
   Una
   Homyndympmu
   Kini
   Jaruhuk
   Moholukono
   Jalousi (RBMU)
   Pronggolli
   Apahapsili
   Panggime (GKI)

321B

Yali, Ninia dialect
SOURCE: RBMU-Wilson (p.c.)
POP: +/-9,500
LOC: Ninia near Southern Balim
KECAMATAN: Kurima
NOTE: Wilson indicates three dialects, i.e., Kwik Valley, Heluk
Valley, Seng/Solo/South Balim.
VILLAGE(S):
   stations
   Ninia (Heluk and Kwik valleys) p=2000 b=3 (Wilson-RBMU 82)
   Holuwon (South Heluk and part of the Balim) p=2000 b=3
   (Wilson-RBMU 82)
   Lolat (Seng and Solo valleys) p=5000 b=3 (Wilson-RBMU 82)

321C

Yali, Pass Valley dialect
SOURCE: Voorhoeve 1975; NRC-Tuiner (p.c.)
POP: +/-5,000
LOC: Central Highlands east of Angguruk and northwest of Naltya
KECAMATAN: Kurulu, Kurima
NOTE: Tuiner indicates three dialects, i.e., Pass Valley
   p=+-2000, Landikma p=+-1500, Apahapsili p=+-1500.
VILLAGE(S):
   Pass Valley p=+-2500 (NRC 85)
   Landikma p=+-1500 (NRC 85)
   Apahapsili p=+-1500 (NRC 85)
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LANGUAGES OF KARUFATEN MANOKWARI

401 Amherbaken (Keber; Dekwambre; Ekeware)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, West Papuan Phylum, Bird's Head Superstock,
Amherbaken Stock-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 5,000+
LOC: North coast of Bird's Head, west of Manokwari and west of
Meyah
KECAMATAN: Amherbaken, Kebar
REFERENCES: Miedema and Welling 1982; Kalmbach and Kalmbach
1983; Gravelle 1985; Kempf and Swartzentuber n.d.
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Travis - Fandini; D - Kalmbach -
Anja; D - Kalmbach - Anja; C - Kalmbach - Ibuwanari; C -
Kalmbach - Arapi; etc.
VILLAGE(S):
Walbem
Imbuwam
Wekari
Arapi
Wesi
Eundini
Kasi
Warsenembri
Around 20 villages divided among the Ekeware and Dekwambera
dialects

402 Arandai (Dombanu; Sebyar; Jaban; Yaban)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, South Bird's Head
Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, South Bird's Head Family, Eastern
Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-800
LOC: Southern Bird's Head west of Wariaga River and around
Sebyar (Timoforo) River
KECAMATAN: Bintuni
REFERENCES: Walker and Werner 1978; Gravelle 1986
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Werner - Tomu. Other languages in
same sub-group: Kokoda (709), Western-Puragi (717), Kais (704).
VILLAGE(S):
Arandai (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Irira (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Rianko (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Yakora (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Sakauni (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Botare (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Tomu (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Ayot (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Mugutira (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Aum (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Perapera (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Bebiram (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Kinaru (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Tanam (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Kamburiari (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Tyewewaro (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Tewakuru (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Naketai (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Okinu (Walker, Werner-SIL 78)
Kecap (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)

403 Borai (Mansim)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve; Galis 1955a
CLASS: Papuan, West Papuan Phylum, Borai-Hattam Sub-Phylum
Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,000
LOC: East coast of Bird's Head around Manokwari
VILLAGE(S):
Andai
Maruni
Maripi

404 Dusner (Dusnir)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 6
LOC: Dusner village in Wandamen Bay area of Geelvink Bay
KECAMATAN: Wasiqor
REFERENCES: Ongkodharma and Saggera 1977
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Ongkodharma and Saggera - Dusner
VILLAGE(S):
Dusner (SIL 78)

405 Hatam (Atam; Moire; Tinam)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL;
TEAM-Griffiths (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, West Papuan Phylum, Borai-Hattam
Sub-Phylum-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-12,000
LOC: Eastern Bird's Head south and southwest of Manokwari
KECAMATAN: Wamere, Rankaki
REFERENCES: Gravelle 1985; Kempf and Swartzentuber n.d.
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Travis - Sowi I; C - KODAM - ?.
Other languages in same sub-group: Borai (403).
VILLAGE(S):
Tinam p=5000 (TEAM 85)
Miri I p=4000 (TEAM 85)
Adhup p=1000 (TEAM 85)
Uran p=1000 (TEAM 85)
Moi p=1000 (TEAM 85)
Warblandi
Warnapi
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406 Ixaru (Irahuru; Irtu; Kasira; Kaitero; Arguni Bay)

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL

CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)

POP: +/−4,000

LOC: East Bomberai Peninsula from Arguni Bay north to Bintuni Bay


NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Gravelle - Kambor. Closest related language is Kokoda (709) to the west (32% cognate).

VILLAGE(S):

Kambor-Benatorii (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)

Benawa (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)

Sambe (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)

Huanu (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)

Porai (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)

408 Kemberano (Wariagar; Kalitami; Barau; Arandai)

SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL

CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, South Bird’s Head Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, South Bird’s Head Family, Eastern Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)

POP: +/−1,500

LOC: Southern Bird’s Head along the coast east of Komundan River, south of Arandai language. Several villages northwest Bomberai Peninsula, south across Bintuni Bay from Kalitami.

REPRESENTATIONS: Gravelle 1986

NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Berry - Kalitami; C - Walker - Wariaga; C - de Jong - Bomberai. There could be two dialects. About 70% cognate with Arandai (402). Could be considered as a dialect of Arandai.

VILLAGE(S):

Kalitami (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)

Wariagar (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)

Tarol (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)

Tomage (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)

Bomberai (de Jong 56)

Otawer1
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409 Mantion (Manikion; Sough; Sogh)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL  
CLASS: Papuan, East Bird’s Head Phylum-Level Stock, Mantion  
Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: +/-12,000  
LOC: East Bird’s Head south of Manokwari  
KECAMATAN: Bintuni, Anggi, Merdei, Ransiki  
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Walker - Sibena  

VILLAGE(S):  
Hoktu Merina  
Ira Morin  
Siwi Mosum  
Aromi Nuswamar  
Kofo Irahima  
Testega Mayikus  
Ugarameta Jairo  
Tuhoko Masieta  
Mloguda Mobati  
Timoforo Mosim  
Maruru Sabira  
Mesi Ambo  
Hukoya Mosbi  
Taihehi Aukunega  
Sibjo Pamana  
Tisi Saguemb  
Tehubero Tomosuresi  
Kistaho Sungodes  
Tisebra Tomakatera  
Menera Siskedobo  
Norimes Hungku  
Sesure Ruwermata  
Altagera Aipserum  
Fukeho Aiwiya  
Trumen Panemato  
Siego Warmu  
Ttsiti Toesba  
Holna Marislyin  
Terofo Tyum  
Mainminha Arisum  
Bohobin Aneyiseta  
Urama Itehotma  
Dridaga Surerei  
Around 50 villages divided among 4 dialects b=3 (Lunow-TEAM 81)  

410 Meninggo  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL  
CLASS: Papuan, East Bird’s Head Phylum-Level Stock, Meax Family (Wurm-Hattori)  
LOC: Southeast of Mantion  
REFERENCES: Walker and Werner 1978  
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Meyah (412)  

411 Meoswar (Mar)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975  
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)  
LOC: On Meoswar Island in west Geelvink Bay  

Mer see 112  

412 Meyah (Meax; Mejah; Meyach; Mejach; Arfak; Mansibaber)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL  
CLASS: Papuan, East Bird’s Head Phylum-Level Stock, Meax Family (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: 8,000-10,000  
LOC: East Bird’s Head area, north coast, west of Manokwari, north of Batam language  
KECAMATAN: Amberbaken, Kebar  
REFERENCES: Wirz 1923; Ajamsheba 1985; Ajamsheba, Karetji and Fofed, to appear; Walker and Werner 1978; Gravelle 1985  
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Gravelle - Pasir Putih; D - Gravelle - Sidi; D - Gravelle - Meyakina; D - Gravelle - Yoom; D - Gravelle - Waramimi; etc. Other languages in same sub-group: Meninggo (410).  

VILLAGE(S):  
Mansibaber  
Sidi  
Kasbederi  
Kaironi  
Masni  
Mandopli  
Syoriho  
Amban  
Panindii  
Pasiirputih  
Pani  
Wadopi  
Mangoapi  
Wousi  
Sawii  

413 Nabi (Modan; Kuri)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; Grace (p.c.)  
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: +/-500  
LOC: Along Nabi (Kuri) River west from Wandoam Bay  
KECAMATAN: Babo, Wasiar  
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Matsumura - Kuri; C - Walker - Owa; B - Grace - 7. closely related to Irarutu (406).  

VILLAGE(S):  
Wagura  
Sarebe  
Naramasa  
Taramanate  
Nabi  
16 villages listed (Walker-SIL 78)
414 Roon (Ron)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: Roon Island just north of Wandamen Peninsula, west of Geelvink Bay
KECAMATAN: Wasior
REFERENCES: Ongkodharma and Sagger 1977

415 Tanahmerah I (Sumeri; Sumerine)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 1955a; SIL
CLASS: Papan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Mairasi-Tanah Merah Stock, Tanah Merah Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-500
LOC: North Bomberai Peninsula along Gondo and Babai Rivers
KECAMATAN: Babo
REFERENCES: Walker and Werner 1979
NOTE: Wordlist in file: 'C - Walker - Tanahmerah
VILLAGE(S):
  Saritu (Walker-SIL 78)
  Watenisi (Walker-SIL 78)
  Mangggua (Walker-SIL 78)
  Tofol (Walker-SIL 78)
  Sayengga (Walker-SIL 78)
  Sii (Walker-SIL 78)
  Onar (Walker-SIL 78)
  Tomage (Walker-SIL 78)

416 Tandia
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-350
LOC: In neck area just south of Wandamen Peninsula along Wohsimi River
REFERENCES: Ongkodharma and Sagger 1977
NOTE: Most people speak Wandamen (417)
VILLAGE(S):
  Webi
  Kobe
  Uriei

417 Wandamen (Wandamen-Windesi; Windesi; Bintuni; Bentoeni; Wamesa)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-4,000
LOC: West Geelvink Bay along Wandamen Bay extending west to east end of Bintuni Bay
KECAMATAN: Bintuni, Windesi, Babo, Wasior
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Flaming and Ongkodharma - ?; D - Silzer and Ajamiseba - ?; D - Grace - Wandamen; D - Grace - Wamesa; C - Ongkodharma - ?; etc.
VILLAGE(S):

Warabur
Mamuran
Kendawara
Wasior
Mili
Kubiari
Dotir
Rasial
Ramar
Sobiai

418 Yeretuar (Goni; Umar; Umar)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 250+
LOC: Lower Geelvink Bay south of Wandamen language
VILLAGE(S):
  Yeretuar
  Goni
  Bawe
  Armini
503 Asmat (3 dialects)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Asmat-Kamoro Family (Wurm-Hattori) 
POP: +/-40,000
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Sempan (117), Kamoro (108), Kambera (107), Buruwal (104)

503A Asmat, Central (Asmat; Manowee; Jaj)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
POP: +/-3,000
LOC: South coast from Owap River in the northwest direction to the Parec River in the southwest, going inland toward the foothills as far as 210 kilometers from the coast in some areas
KECAMATAN: Sawa-Erma, Agats, Atsy, Pantai Kasuari
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Preston - Yasakor

502 Airo-Sumaghaghe
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Aywuy-Dumut Family, Aywu Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-2,000
LOC: South coast area inland from Pirimapun along Ayip River. Between Sawi and Pisa languages

503B Asmat, Casuarina Coast (Kaweinaq dialect)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; TEAM-Roesler (p.c.)
POP: +/-8,000
LOC: From Bwta River in the north to Kuti River on the south, going inland as far as 25 km from the coast in places
KECAMATAN: Pantai Kasuari
NOTE: Matia Dialect: Voorhoeve indicates that the total population of this dialect is 5200 made up of 13 villages. Sapan Dialect: Voorhoeve says population is 3400 made up of 7 villages.

VILLAGE(S):
Tareo
Sinagap
Semendoro
Dertambor
Smene
Basim
Samun
Buepis
Aworket
Nanew
Pirimapan
Piramat
Kayerin
Baus
Bayun
Bakair
Simsagar
Otenep
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>503C Asmat, North (Keenok)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOURCE:</strong> Voorhoeve 1975; TEAM-Roesler (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POP:</strong> +/-7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOC:</strong> On the west, near the headwaters of the Paterle Cocq River to the Unir River on the east, reaching up to near the foothills in some places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KECAMATAN:</strong> Sawa-Erma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VILLAGE(S):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagopo/Sakapu p=90 b=3 (Roesler-TEAM 80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti p=40 b=3 (Roesler-TEAM 76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yesoko/Yenesoko b=3 (Roesler-TEAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awem p=100 b=3 (Roesler-TEAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momoko p=200 b=3 (Roesler-TEAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popis p=120 b=3 (Roesler-TEAM 76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nayo p=100 b=3 (Roesler-TEAM 76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eno-Espeno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irogo/Eroko p=180 b=2 (Roesler-TEAM 76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakapis p=110 b=3 (Roesler-TEAM 76)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>506 Citak (Tjitsjat; Tjitsjak; Cicak; Kaunak)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOURCE:</strong> Grimes 1984; TEAM-Stringer (p.c.); 2GK-Baas (p.c.); 2GK-Riemer (p.c.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS:</strong> Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Asmat-Kamoro Family (Wurm-Hattori)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POP:</strong> +/-8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOC:</strong> South coast area, west of upper Digul River east of Asmat language, north of Awyu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KECAMATAN:</strong> Citak-Mitak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOTE:</strong> Voorhoeve lists as dialect of Asmat. Wordlist in file: D - Kruidhof - Tau. Other languages in same sub-group: Sempan (117), Kamberau (107), Kamoro (108), Buruawai (104). Closely related to Asmat (503).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VILLAGE(S):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senggo b=2 (Stringer-Nov 81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abaw b=3 (Stringer-Nov 81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komasna b=3 (Stringer-Nov 81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daykut b=3 (Stringer-Nov 81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samnak b=3 (Stringer-Nov 81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vakam b=3 (Stringer-Nov 81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sipanap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>504 Awyu (Avo; Ajau; Pisa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOURCE:</strong> Grimes 1984; 2GK-Haak (p.c.); SIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS:</strong> Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Awyu-Dumut Family, Awyu Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POP:</strong> 18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOC:</strong> South coast east of Bipim, northwest of Yakai, west of Tanahmerah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KECAMATAN:</strong> Edera, Pantai Kasuai, Kouh, Mandobo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REFERENCES:</strong> Silzer 1984b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOTE:</strong> Awyu is a cover term for a number of languages, including those listed. Maybe same as Pisa (526). Other languages in same sub-group: Asmat (503), Kamoro (108), Sempan (117), Buruawai (104).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VILLAGE(S):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boma (Haak-2GK 85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ikisi (Haak-2GK 85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khonya (Haak-2GK 85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getentiri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ujung Ria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>505 Bian Marind (Northwest Marind; Boven Bian; Boven Tor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOURCE:</strong> Grimes 1984; Galis,1955a; Voorhoeve 1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS:</strong> Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Marind Stock, Marind Family (Wurm-Hattori)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POP:</strong> +/-900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOC:</strong> South coast area near Merauke</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>507 Iwur (Iwoer)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOURCE:</strong> Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS:</strong> Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Ok Family, Lowland Ok Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POP:</strong> +/-1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOC:</strong> Border area in valley of Iwur River, Ok Iwur and east to Ok Denom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KECAMATAN:</strong> Waropko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOTE:</strong> Other languages in same sub-group: Ngalum (313), Kauwol (511), Ninggerum (525), Yonggomm (540), North Muyu (522), South Muyu (523)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
508 Kaeti (Dumut; Mandobo; Mandobbo; Nub)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1953a; Voorhoeve 1975; ZGK-de Vries (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Awyu-Dumut Family, Dumut Sub-Family
(Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-10,000
LOC: Border area near Fly River on east side of Digul River between Tanahmerah and Mindiptanah
KECAMATAN: Mandobo, Kouh, Mindiptanah, Jair
NOTE: Wordslists in file: C - Groen - Kaisa; C - Groen - Pos (Patriot). Other languages in same sub-group: Wanggai (534), Wambo (533), Kotogut (517), Agbu (501), Airo-Sumaghagne (502), Siagha-Yenimai (529), Pisa (526).
VILLAGE(S):
Pes
Getentirri
Kaisah
Terek
Aliwot
Kweliptirri
Butiptirri
Agenkapa
Atika
Omba
Okarop
Ayarop
Guam
Yaunta
Mawon
Mawan
Derin
Ameto

Kukan
Ukunubrup
Auterip
Ogenatan
Tinggam
Eremop
Mirikapa
Rimbina
Kalikimbinop
Konesan
Awa
Wariktwop
Wandenggel
Pos
Teiro
Okwanuwop
Kimiro

510 Kaugat (Autohwaim)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Kayagar Stock-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,000
LOC: South coast on Cook and Kronkel Rivers between Sawi and Kayagar languages
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Tamagario (531), Kayagar (512)
VILLAGE(S):
Sanem
Sinepit
Aykut
Kaypom
Yohwi
Yakamit
Hainam
Yamamgit
Isep
Aiyogit
Haimawi
Singaet

511 Kauwol
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Ok Family, Mountain Ok Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 500
LOC: Border area in Irian and PNG along upper Kauwol River
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Ngalum (313)

512 Kayagar (Kaygir; Kaygi; Kajagar)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; RBMU-Young, Yost (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Kayagar Stock-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-7,200
LOC: South coast near Pirimapun, and Sawi along Kawem River
REFERENCES: Kügler and Stuckenberg 1979; Lommertsen n.d.
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Tamagario (531), Kaugat (510).
VILLAGE(S):
Kawem
p=200 b=3 (Young-RBMU 82) Garubooob
Atam
Sawu
Hampa
Damer
Sone
Maeram
Tiar

509 Kanum (Enkelembu)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Trans-Fly-Yelmek-Maklew (Bulaka River) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Trans-Fly Stock, Morehead and Upper Maro Rivers' Family, Tonda Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-300
LOC: South coast border area, due east of Merauke, bordering southeast Marind on the east
REFERENCES: Drabble n.d.a
NOTE: May be same as Kanum or Bothar in PNG
VILLAGE(S):
Yengalantyur (Yanggangdor)
Onggaya
Sota
Tomaraw
Tuar
Yere
Bowo
Semendir
Kombo
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513 Kimaghama (Kaladdarsch; Teri-Kalwasch)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Kolopom (Frederik Hendrik Island) Sub-Phylum-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
PPO: +/-3,000
LOC: Frederik Hendrik Island, west of southeast Irian Jaya
KECAMATAN: Kimam
REFERENCES: Drabbe 1949a
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Riantana (527), Ndom (524)
VILLAGE(S):
Kimaghama
Yedub
Woner
Teri
Kivoro
Kaloa
Tyavuda
Bamol
Tiyigae
Wanggambon
Kawe
Buire
Bundua
Sabon
Tor
Kladar

514 Kombai (Komboy)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; ZKG-de Vries (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Aywu-Dumut Family (ZKG-de Vries)
PPO: 10,000?
LOC: South coast area east of Senggo around ZKG mission station of Boma
KECAMATAN: Kouh
VILLAGE(S):
Uni
Fifiro
Wanggemalo
Kharuwakhe

515 Koneraw
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Mombum Family (Wurm-Hattori)
PPO: +/-300
LOC: South coast of Frederik Hendrik Island
KECAMATAN: Kimam
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Mombum (520)
VILLAGE(S):
Wau
Koneraw
Selemit

516 Korowai SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; ZKG-Veldhuizen (p.c.); ZKG-Riemer (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Aywu-Dumut Family (?)
PPO: +/-2,000
LOC: South coast area, north of ZKG station of Boma, northeast of Senggo
KECAMATAN: Kouh
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Veldhuizen - Area Ndeiram Kabur

517 Kotugut (Tsokwambo)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; ZKG-Pos (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Aywu-Dumut Family, Aywu Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
PPO: +/-500
LOC: South coast area on upper Digul River north of Kaeti
language
KECAMATAN: Kouh
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Aghu (501), Pisa (526), Airo-Sumaghaghe (502), Slagha-Yenimu (529)
VILLAGE(S):
Ambigit
Niyop
Garutop
Amb
Dagolit
Rondoghoi
Kasuwo

518 Maklew
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; Drabbe 1950b
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Trans-Fly-Yelmek-Maklew (Bulaka River) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Yelmek-Maklew (Bulaka River) Stock-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
PPO: +/-120
LOC: South coast area, east side of Marianne strait, west of Marind and east of Yelmek language
REFERENCES: Drabbe 1950b, n.d.b
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Drabbe 1950b - ?. Other languages in same sub-group: Yelmek (538).
519 Marind (Southeast Marind; Halifoersch; Tugeri; Gawir)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Marind Stock, Marind Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-7,000
LOC: South coast area near Merauke
REFERENCES: Seijn Kok 1906; van der Kolk and Vertenten 1922; Gourtjens 1926, 1933; Drabbe 1955, n.d.c
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Bian Marind (505)
VILLAGE(S):
Awehima
Wamal
Gelib
Didib
Yowid
Welab
Robing
Hibom
Wambi
Duh-Milah
Twolya
Makalin
Kari
Okaba
Babri
Alaku
Alateb
Anasai
Birok
Matara
Wendu
Bahor
Yatomb
Nohotiv
Urumb
Sangaha
Yaimu and maybe other villages on the Bulaka River

520 Mombun (Kemelomis; Kemelom)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; Drabbe 1950b
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Mombun Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-250
LOC: South coast area, island east of Frederik Hendrik Island and west of mainland
RECAMATAN: Kimam
REFERENCES: Drabbe 1950b, n.d.b
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Drabbe 1950b - ?. Other languages in same sub-group: Koneraw (515).
VILLAGE(S):
Mombun

Momuna see 311

521 Moraori (Morari; Moaraeri)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Trans-Fly-Yelmek-Maklew (Bulaka River) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Trans-Fly Stock, Moraori Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-50
LOC: South coast border area east of Merauke, bordering southeast Marind in the east
REFERENCES: Drabbe n.d.a
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Yey (539), Kanum (509)
VILLAGE(S):
Mbur

522 Muyu, North (Kati, North; Ninati; Kati-Ninati; Ninatie; Ninatie; Muyu, North; Moejoe, North)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 1955a; ZKG-Rufus Pos (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Ok Family, Lowland Ok Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-8,000
LOC: South coast area east and west of Muyu River
RECAMATAN: Waropko
REFERENCES: Austen 1921; Drabbe n.d.d
NOTE: Pos says Yonggom (540) is an alternate name for North Muyu. Other languages in same sub-group: Muyu (522), Yonggom (540), South Muyu (523).
VILLAGE(S):
Kawangtett
Onkobitan
Yeteram
Metemko
Ninati
Kunam
Kimki
Yibi
Tembukkim
Kononteput
Angubtin
Komersa
Mokpit
Mangkubun
Tawonokpit
Tome
Warumgi
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523 Muyu, South (Kati, South; Kapom; Metomka; Digoeleesch; Mju, South; Moejoe, South; Digoel; Kati-Metomka)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 195S; 2GK-Rufus Pos (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Ok Family, Lowland Ok Sub-Family (Wurun-Hattori)
POP: +/-4,000
LOC: South coast area in villages south of Yiptem and along Kao River, lower Muyu River
KECAMATAN: Mindiptanah
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Iwur (507), Ninggerum (525) Yonggom (540), North Muyu (522)
VILLAGE(S):
- Toge
- Amburan
- Anggamburan
- Inko
- Jomkonda
- Kanggup
- Metomka
- Amugdipun
- Rabuna
- Mindiptanah
- Wambiran

524 Ndum
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Kolopom (Frederik Hendrik Island) Sub-Phylum-Level Family (Wurun-Hattori)
POP: +/-450
LOC: Frederik Hendrik Island
KECAMATAN: Kimam
REFERENCES: Drabbe 1949a
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Kimaghama -(513), Riantana (527)
VILLAGE(S):
- Sibenda
- Kallilam-Muruba
- Pemboro
- Wetau-Kamburada

525 Ninggerum (Kativa; Kasiwa; Ogbwo; Ninggrum; Ninggirum)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Ok Family, Lowland Ok Sub-Family (Wurun-Hattori)
POP: +/-4,000
LOC: Border area and in PNG between Ok Birim and Ok Tedi Rivers
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Iwur (507), Yonggom (540), North Muyu (522), South Muyu (523)
VILLAGE(S):
- Garandimok
- Tamaro
- Tikam
- Wombon
- Tikim
- Minipon
- Hukim
- Tiongtau
- Tarakbits
- Detau
- Bankim
- Wogam
- Kwaki
- Iongtau
- Kebon
- Bumbin
- Saghari

526 Pisa
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Auyu-Dumut Family, Auyu Sub-Family (Wurun-Hattori)
POP: +/-3,500
LOC: South coast area, southwest of Wildeman River and east of Kampong River inland from Pirampion
KECAMATAN: Patsi Kauari, Asgon
REFERENCES: Drabbe 1950a; Jackson 1964a, b, n.d.a, b, c, d; Silzer 1984b
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Silzer - Sagare; C - Silzer - Suagae (Suahai); C - Silzer - Miaru; C - Silzer - Homang; C - Silzer - Etsi; etc. Other languages in same sub-group: Aghu (501), Kotogut (517), Airo-Sumagaghge (502), Silgra-Yenim (529).
VILLAGE(S):
- Wagenu
- Gameni
- Keli
- Kiki
- Asarin
- Dufu 1
- Dufu 2
- Saghari
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527 Riantana
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Kolopom (Frederik Hendrik Island) Sub-Phylum-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,100
LOC: Frederik Hendrik Island
KECAMATAN: Kimam
REFERENCES: Drabbe 1949a
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Kimaghama (513), Ndum (524)
VILLAGE(S):
Suam
Yamuka
Iramoro
Konjobando
Kava
Yeraha

528 Savi (Sawuy; Ajauroh)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; RBMU-Yost (p.c.); SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Aywu-Dumut Family, Savi Sub-Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-2,500
LOC: South coastal lowland area between Kronkel and Ayip Rivers and upper Fayit River area
KECAMATAN: Atsy
REFERENCES: Mills 1980
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Richardson - Kamur; C - Songkilawang - ?
VILLAGE(S):
Bavor
Kagami
Tambor
Ero-Sato
Uya-Kagis
Sanepay
Bavor 2
Isaip
Esebor p=500 b=2 (Mills-RBMU 81)
Wigas p=400 b=2 (Mills-RBMU 81)
Minai p=100 b=2 (Mills-RBMU 81)
Comoro p=800 b=2 (Mills-RBMU 81)
Saremit
Kamur p=900 b=2 (Mills-RBMU 81)
Kainum

529 Siagha-Yenimu (Syagha; Sijahta; Sijagha; Oser; Yenimu; Jenimu)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; Drabbe 1950a; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Aywu-Dumut Family, Aywu Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 3,000
LOC: Southeast near coast, north of lower Digu River
REFERENCES: Drabbe 1950a; Silzer 1984b

530 Somahai (Somage)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Somahai Family
POP: +/-1,500
LOC: Lowlands just south of main ranges extending from south of Silimo east to south of Una language
REFERENCES: Yost and Wilson 1977; Reimer and Songkilawang 1980a; Henson, McLeay, Yost and Yost n.d.
NOTE: Related to Momuna (311)
VILLAGE(S):
Bares
Bade
Gimikya
Geturki
Homikya
Ghobeta
Asset
Oso
Sibi
Taghaimon
Kunebi
Yeloba
Oghoto
Busama
Oghorito

531 Tamagario (Buru; Tamaw; Wagow)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 1955a
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Kayagar Stock-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-3,500
LOC: South coast area between Gondu and Bapai Rivers
REFERENCES: Drabbe n.d.
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Kayagar (512) Kaugat (510)
VILLAGE(S):
Taregay
Ati
Kayegai
Kageir
Gaumi
Xaybox
Tereyemu
Makabak
Arare
Topum
Paqai
Segere
Yame

532 Tamin
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; TEAM-Stringer (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Asmat-Kamoro Family (?)
LOC: near Senggo
KECAMATAN: Citak-Mitak
NOTE: Possibly dialect of Asmat (503)
VILLAGE(S):
Tamin b=3 (TEAM-Stringer Nov 81)
Epem b=3 (TEAM-Stringer Nov 81)
Zinak b=3 (TEAM-Stringer Nov 81)
Woni (TEAM-Stringer Nov 81)
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533 Wambon
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; ZGY-de Vries (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Aywu-Dumut Family, Dumut Sub-Family
(Wurum-Hattori)
POP: +/-3,000
LOC: South coast area, north of Kaeti language
KECAMATAN: Kouh
REFERENCES: Drabbe 1959a; de Vries 1985
NOTE: Worldlist in file: C - Versteeg - Manggelum. Other languages in same sub-group: Waggon (534), Kaeti (508).
VILLAGE(S):
   Waniktit
   Ukyandit
   Nain
   Biangkatem

534 Waggon (Wanggo; Wangom)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; ZGY-Pos (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Aywu-Dumut Family, Dumut Sub-Family
(Wurum-Hattori)
POP: +/-200
LOC: South border area on Digul River, north of Kaeti language
KECAMATAN: Kouh
NOTES: Other languages in same sub-group: Wambon (533), Kaeti (508)
VILLAGE(S):
   Romanik
   Tugunoip
   Beteyop
   Nenop
   Mitop

535 Warkay-Bipim (Bipim; Bipim As-so)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Marind Stock, Yaqay Family (Wurum-Hattori)
POP: +/-300
LOC: South coast area west of Sawi. Warkay is on the Parec River, Bipimas and Bipimso are on the Assuwe (Kampung) River.
KECAMATAN: Atsy, Pantai Kasari
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Preston - ?. Other languages in same sub-group: Yaqay (537).
VILLAGE(S):
   Warkay p=80 (Van Amelsvoort 64)
   Bipimas p=120 (Roesler-TEAM 76)
   Bipimso p=90 (Roesler-TEAM 76)

536 Yair
SOURCE: ZGY-Haak (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, further classification unknown
POP: +/-1,500

LOC: South coast area, west side of Digul River, south of Kombai, east of Aywu languages
KECAMATAN: Kouh, Mandobo
VILLAGE(S):
   Boma p=1500 (Haak-ZGY 85)

537 Yaqay (Sohur; Mapi; Jakai; Jaqai)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; Galis 1955a
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Marind Stock, Yaqay Family (Wurum-Hattori)
POP: +/-10,000
LOC: South coast area north of Odamun River and along Miwamon River southeast of Sawi and Kaygir languages
KECAMATAN: Namblomen Bapai, Agson, Citak-Mitak
REFERENCES: Drabbe n.d.c
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Warkay-Bipim (535)
VILLAGE(S):
   Masin
   Topom-Patu
   Gotup
   Wairu
   Ghandaimu
   Raymon
   Muim
   Topom
   Emte
   Rep
   Enem
   Qogo
   Kepl
   Dakegogon
   Sobe
   Qoba
   Kaboqind
   Yageh
   Ima
   Qogoyamon
   Katan
   Yatan
   Mandau
   Mur
   Magonogana
   Kadom
   Wangaq
   Oyim
   Tamui

538 Yelmek (Jabsch; Jab; Jelmik; Jelmek)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; Drabbe 1950b
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Trans-Fly-Yelmek-Maklew (Bulaka River) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Yelmek-Maklew (Bulaka River) Stock-Level Family (Wurum-Hattori)
POP: +/-400
LOC: South coast area on east side of Marianne Strait between Frederik Hendrik Island and Mainland
KECAMATAN: Kimam
REFERENCES: Drabbe 1950b, n.d.b
NOTE: Worldlist in file: D - Drabbe 1950b - ?. Other languages in same sub-group: Maklew (518).
VILLAGE(S):
   Yelmayab
   Bibikem
   Galum
   Woboyu
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539 **Yey** (Je; JeI; YeI)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Trans-Fly-Yelmek-Maklew (Bulaka River) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Trans-Fly Stock, Morhead and Upper Maro Rivers' Family, Yey Sub-Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,000
LOC: Border area of south coast, bordering southeast Marind on east and in PNG along upper Maro River
REFERENCES: Drabbe n.d.a
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Kanum (509), Moraori (521)
VILLAGE(S):
    Yeyeru
    Erambu
    Yawar
    Po
    Kakayu
    Bupul
    Samuting
    Kwel
    Donggib
    Torge

540 **Yongom** (Yongom; Yongkom)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Central and South New Guinea Stock, Ok Family, Lowland Ok Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-2,000 in Irian Jaya, +/-2,000 in PNG
LOC: South coast border area just north of where Fly River forms border between Irian and PNG, also in PNG
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Ivur (507), Ninggerum (525), North Muyu (522), South Muyu (523)

---

**LANGUAGES OF KABUPATEN PANTAI**

601 **Ati** (Iri; Iritai; Siway; Biri; Haga; Siwayo)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; RMBU-McAllister and McAllister 1979; SIL CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock Central Lake Plain Family (RMBU-McAllister)
POP: +/-250
LOC: Lake Plains just north of mid Rouffaer River
REFERENCES: Manning and Cooper 1978; McAllister and McAllister 1979
NOTE: 60% cognate with Kwerisa (610)

602 **Damal** (Uhunguni; Amung; Enggipilo; Hamung; Amung Kal; Amuy; Oeboendoen)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Wissel Lakes-Kemandoga Stock, Uhunguni Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-14,000
LOC: Central Highlands west of Western Dani east of Ekari, southeast of source of Kemandoga River, all around Puncak Jaya
REFERENCES: Ellensberger 1936; Larson and Larson 1955b; Larson 1958b; van der Stapp n.d.b
VILLAGE(S):
    stations
    Beoga (CAM)
    Ilaga Kunga (CAM)
    Jila (CAM)
    Akimuga (CAM)
    Mapenduma (CAM)
    Keneyam (CAM)

**Dani, Western** see 303

603 **Dem** (Lem)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; CAMA-Larson (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Dem Stock-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,000
LOC: In Western Highlands area along Upper Rouffaer River north of Damal, northwest of Western Dani
KECAMATAN: Sinak, Beoga

604 **Dou** (Dosobou; Doufou)
SOURCE: PNG; Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; CAMA; SIL
RMBU-McAllister and McAllister 1979
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock? (SIL-Green)
P0P: 70
LOC: Around juncture of Dou and Fou Rivers where they become the Rouffaer River at that point
RKECAMATAN: Mulia
REFERENCES: Green and Green 1983; Barr 1978; McAllister and McAllister 1979; Bateman 1982d; Munnings 1983
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Green - Iratoi; C - Green - Korodesi; C - Green - Dofo; C - Green - Toro; C - Green - Foita; etc. Closely related languages: Turu (616).

605 Duvele (Duvele; Wiri; Duve) SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; SIL; UPM-Murdoch (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, further classification unknown
POP: +/-200
LOC: Lake Plains area south of Van Daalen River and north of Mulia
RKECAMATAN: Mulia
REFERENCES: Murdoch 1983; Bateman 1982d
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Murdoch - Dagai and Pedide
VILLAGE(S):
Dagai p+=/-120 (Murdoch UPM 85)
Pedide/Wedi p+=/-80 (Murdoch UPM 85)

606 Ekaari (Ekagi; Kapauku; Me Mana; Tapiro; Simori; Yabi; Awuje) SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; CAMA-Doble (p.c.); SIL
POP: +/-100,000
LOC: Central New Guinea, West New Guinea Highlands, around Wissel Lakes
RKECAMATAN: Nabire, Tigi, Kamu, Mapia, Uwapa, Paniai Timur, Paniai Barat
REFERENCES: Drabbe 1949b, 1952; Steltenpool and van der Stap 1959; Doble 1960, 1962, n.d.a; Steltenpool 1969; Larson 1958a, b; Larson and Larson 1955b, 1972
VILLAGE(S):
stations
Magodi (CAMA)
Wanimani (CAMA)
Wagete (CAMA)
Tigi (CAMA)
Einarotali (CAMA)
Obano (CAMA)
Kebo (CAMA)
Kamopa (CAMA)
Kegata (CAMA)

607 Fayu SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; CAMA; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, further classification unknown
POP: +/-132

LOC: West of juncture of Dou and Fou Rivers that form Roufaer River at that point, west of Kirkirki language
RKECAMATAN: Mulia
REFERENCES: Kügler 1984a, b; Barr 1978; Bateman 1982d; Munnings 1983
NOTE: Wordlists in file: B - Kügler - Foida River area; B - Bromley - Do Po; A - Kügler - ?
VILLAGE(S):
4 nomadic groups p=132 (Kügler-SIL 81)

608 Iresia SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-100
LOC: South Geelvink Bay area west of Nabire and around Yamur Lake
RKECAMATAN: Teluk Ettna
REFERENCES: Walker and Werner 1978
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Walker - Erega; C - Walker - Manami; C - Hindom - Erega

609 Kirikiri (Kirira) SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; CAMA; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, further classification unknown
POP: +/-250
LOC: West of juncture of Dou and Fou Rivers which become Roufaer River at that point
RKECAMATAN: Mulia
REFERENCES: Barr 1978; Bateman 1982d; Munnings 1983
NOTE: Wordlists in file: C - Green - ?; C - Bromley - ?
VILLAGE(S):
at Doufo airstrip h=10 (Kügler-SIL 81)
at Kiki river h=15 (Kügler-SIL 81)

610 Kwesina SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; RMBU-McAllister and McAllister 1979; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum-Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, Central Lake Plain Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-15
LOC: At village of Kaiy on lower Roufaer River
RKECAMATAN: Ilu
REFERENCES: Kana 1975a; DeVries 1976b; Manning and Cooper 1978; McAllister and McAllister 1979
VILLAGE(S):
Kaiy-Sikere (SIL 78)

611 Moni (Mo; Migani; Djonggunu; Jonggunu) SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
POP: +/-20,000
LOC: Area east of Wissel Lakes, west of Western Dani and north of Dama languages.
612 Mor 2
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,000
LOC: On Mor Islands in east Geelvink Bay near Nabire
REFERENCES: Laycock 1978; Silzer and Ajamiseba 1981
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Silzer and Ajamiseba - ?

613 Taori-Kei (Kai)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; RBMU-McAllister and McAllister 1979; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, Northern (Border-Tor-Lake Plain) Sub-Phylum Level Superstock, Tor-Lake Plain Stock, Central Lake Plain Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-140
LOC: Lake Plains area around RBMU airstrip of Kaly on lower Rouffaer River
KECAMATAN: Bulu
REFERENCES: DeVries 1976b; Manning and Cooper 1978; McAllister and McAllister 1979
VILLAGE(S):
- Kaly-Sikare (SIL 81)

614 Taus (Doa; Darha)
SOURCE: SIL
CLASS: Papuan, further classification unknown
POP: 145
LOC: Western Lakes Plains area, north of the juncture of Dou and Fou Rivers, where they become the Rouffaer River, north of Dou and Kirikiri languages, east of Fayu language
KECAMATAN: Mulia
REFERENCES: Batesman 1982d; Munnings 1983, 1985
NOTE: Wordlists in file: B - Green - ?; B - Munnings - ?
VILLAGE(S):
- Taus p=129 (Munnings SIL 85)
- Devara p=36 (Munnings SIL 85)

615 Tunggare (Tarunggare)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Geelvink Bay Phylum, East Geelvink Bay Stock-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: North central, west of Manberamo River, east Geelvink Bay near Nabire
NOTE: Most closely related to Bauzi (209) (70% cognate)
LANDS OF KABUPATEN SORONG

701 Amber (Amberi; Waigeo; Waigiu)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; SIL; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Raja Empat Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-300
LOC: North central Waigeo Island off west of Bird's Head, also scattered elsewhere on Waigeo Island
KECAMATAN: Waigeo Selatan
REFERENCES: Hartzler 1978
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Grace - ?; C - Hartzler - Wei Poi
VILLAGE(S):
Warsanbin (Hartzler-SIL 78)
Seleogop (Hartzler-SIL 78)
Waifo (Hartzler-SIL 78)
Go (Hartzler-SIL 78)
Kabilo 2 (Hartzler-SIL 78)
Kabare (Hartzler-SIL 78)
Nyandesawai (Hartzler-SIL 78)

702 Duriankerere
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, South Bird's Head Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, Inanawatan Family (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: On small island in strait between Salawati Island and west end of Bird's Head

703 Gebe (Bahasa Gebi)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; SIL; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., possibly Raja Empat Sub-Group (?)
POP: 1,000-3,000
LOC: On Gaz Island west of Waigeo Island off west end of Bird's Head
KECAMATAN: Waigeo Utara
REFERENCES: Hartzler 1978
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Grace - ?; C - Hartzler - Gaz
VILLAGE(S):
Gaz (Hartzler-SIL 78)

704 Kais (Kampung Baru; Aiso; Atori; Mintamani)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, South Bird's Head Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, South Bird's Head Family, Western Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 786
LOC: South Bird's Head area inland along Kais River
KECAMATAN: Inanawatan
REFERENCES: Gravelli 1986; Kempf and Swartzentuber n.d.
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Berry - Kais. Other languages in same sub-group: Puragi (717) 16% cognate (Gravelli).
VILLAGE(S):
Kais (Gravelli, Berry-SIL 86)
Kampung Baru
Rinde

705 Kalabra (Beraur)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, West Papuan Phylum, Bird's Head Superstock, West Bird's Head Stock-Level Family, Tehit (Tehid) Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: West Bird's Head area around Kalabra River, west of Tehit language and east of Seget
KECAMATAN: Beraur
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Berry - Buk. There are two dialects, Kalabra and Kalabra Salmit. Kalabra Salmit is 58% cognate and Kalabra 44% cognate with Tehit (721). Other languages in same sub-group: Seget (719), Moi (715), Moraid (716)
VILLAGE(S):
Wanurlon (Gravelli, Berry-SIL 86)
Beraur
Buk (Gravelli, Berry-SIL 86)
Bowamar
Disra (Klamono) (Gravelli, Berry-SIL 86)
Saparan
Bagun (Gravelli, Berry-SIL 86)
Kelawani
Tarsa (Gravelli, Berry-SIL 86)
Wesk
Gorain (Gravelli, Berry-SIL 86)
Simora
Serselion (Gravelli, Berry-SIL 86)
Demen
Indivi (Gravelli, Berry-SIL 86)
Makambar
Klabot (Gravelli, Berry-SIL 86)
Wilti (Gravelli, Berry-SIL 86)
Ragarasa

706 Karon Dor (Maiyach, Meon)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, West Papuan Phylum, Bird's Head Superstock, Central Bird's Head Stock, Central Bird's Head Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-5,000
LOC: Central Bird's Head north of Brat
KECAMATAN: Kebar
REFERENCES: Ruhukail 1984; Kempf and Swartzentuber n.d.
VILLAGE(S):
Pef p=391 (SIL 78)
Asses p=238 (SIL 78)
Sunopi p=302 (SIL 78)
Siahawa p=347 (SIL 78)
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707 Karon Pantai (Manif; Yimbun; Abun Tat)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, West Papuan Phylum, Bird's Head Superstock, Central Bird's Head Stock, North Bird's Head Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-2,000
LOC: North coast of central Bird's Head, north of Taberau ranges mainly along the coast
KECAMATAN: Ayamaru, Sausapor, Morait
REFERENCES: Kempf and Swartzentuber n.d.
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Berry - Wau; D - Gravelle - Wau Waibin; C - Muller - Baun. Madik (712) could be a dialect. It is known as Abun J1 or Karon Rendah by native speakers.
VILLAGE(S):
- Jokdrol
- Sausapor (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Kwor (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Wau (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Werur Besar (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Saubebe (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Warmandi (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Opmarye (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- bikar (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Siarduk (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Kwefso (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Warmarwai
- Bargan
- Jokari
- Sujak
- Saboki
- about 20 villages listed divided among 2 dialects (SIL 78)

708 Kawe
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; SIL
CLASS: Aust., Raja Empat Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-300
LOC: On Kawe Island and west end of Washoe Island off west coast of Bird's Head
KECAMATAN: Waigeo Seilanan
REFERENCES: Hartzler 1978
NOTE: Wordlist in file: B - Hartzler - ?
VILLAGE(S):
- Salio (Hartzler-SIL 78)
- Selepele (Hartzler-SIL 78)
- Bianci (Hartzler-SIL 78)
- Menysfun (Hartzler-SIL 78)

709 Kokoda (Kasuwari; Oderago; Nebes; Tarof; Samalek)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, South Bird's Head Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, South Bird's Head Family, Central Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-3000
LOC: East of Inawan and west of Komudago River
KECAMATAN: Inawan
REFERENCES: Gravelle 1986
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Gravelle - Negeri Besar; D - Berry - Kasuwari. There are three dialects: Komudago, Marintini and Tarof. Komudago and Tarof are closest (86% cognate). Arandai (402) and Kemberano (408) are less than 60% cognate.
VILLAGE(S):
- Kasuwari (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Nigori (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Komudago
- Oderago
- Negeri Besar (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Udaga (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Sitarof (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Tambani (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Sabarar
- Tarof
- Tapas

710 Konda (Yabin-Konda; Yabin; Ogit)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, South Bird's Head Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, Konda-Yahadian Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 500+
LOC: Southwest Bird's Head along lower Waromge River, south of Teminabuan
KECAMATAN: Teminabuan
REFERENCES: Gravelle 1986; Kempf and Swartzentuber n.d.
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Berry - Konda. Other languages in same sub-group: Yahadian (722) 60% cognate.
VILLAGE(S):
- Konda (SIL 78)
- Teminabuan district (SIL 78)
- Mitimani (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
- Ginuni (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
711 Legenyem (Laganyan)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Barr and Barr 1978a; SIL
CLASS: Aust., Raja Empat Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: Waigeo Island, in northwest end of main bay and on south
coast of island
KECAMATAN: Waigeo Selatan
REFERENCES: Hartzler 1978
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Hartzler - ?
VILLAGE(S):
   Beo (Hartzler-SIL 78)
   Lempintol (Hartzler-SIL 78)
   Wawial (Hartzler-SIL 78)

712 Madik
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, West Papuan Phylum, Bird's Head Superstock,
Central Bird's Head Stock, North Bird's Head Family
(Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 1,000+
LOC: West Bird's Head, east of Moi language
KECAMATAN: Ayamaru
REFERENCES: Kempf and Swartzentuber n.d.
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Brown - Sosian; B - Swartzentuber
   - Sujut. Other languages in same sub-group: Karon Pantai (707).
VILLAGE(S):
   Swalibe
   Sainkeduk
   Salem
   Sejut
   Ases
   Sosian (Brown, Jane-SIL 85)
   Temel (Brown, Jane-SIL 85)
   Suswa (Brown, Jane-SIL 85)
   Luwelala (Brown, Jane-SIL 85)

713 Malbrat (Aitinjo; Asman; Ayamari; Gosirago; Kaboro; Brat;
   Mejbrat; Meybrat; Mogetemin; Maiti; Malamuh; Mare)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, West Papuan Phylum, Bird's Head Superstock,
Central Bird's Head Stock, Central Bird's Head Family
(Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 20,000+
LOC: Central Bird's Head around Amaru Lakes
KECAMATAN: Ayamaru, Aitinjo, Aifat, Teminanuban
REFERENCES: Gravelle 1985; Kempf and Swartzentuber n.d.
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Brown - Kambuaya; D - Brown -
   Waigo; D - Brown - Kokas Aifat; D - Brown - Susumuk; D - ? - ?;
   etc. Other languages in same sub-group: Karon Dori (706).
VILLAGE(S):
   Ayamaru
   Yokever
   Titmaw
   Kambuaya
   Kambusakato
   Acus
   Matan
   Koma
   Semetu
   Wefxayam
   Framu
   Pan
   Exax
   Aitinjo
   Weway
   Fatase
   Kami
   Itaro
   Semon
   Woxange
   Kwa
   Mosun
   Lenis
   Yarar
   Seya
   Mare
   Soderfoyo
   Waigo (Brown-SIL 85)
   About 40 villages divided among 5 dialects (SIL 78)
Mawilai (Me)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Raja Empat Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 550
LOC: On Misool Island southwest of Bird's Head
KECAMATAN: Salawati
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Grace - ?

Moi (Mosana)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, West Papuan Phylum, Bird's Head Superstock, West Bird's Head Stock-Level Family, Moi Sub-Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: ±4,000
LOC: West Bird's Head around Sorong
KECAMATAN: Salawati, Makbon, Sorong
REFERENCES: Kamma and Waguun 1941; Ichwan Asani and Fautngil 1982/83, 1983/84; Flasy 1984; Fautngil 1985; Stokhof and Flasy, to appear a; Kempf and Swartzentruber n.d.
Found both in Bird's Head and on island Salawati, Sorong - in the city at the end of Jalan Menamu and on the road to Klamono at Kilometer 12. Other languages in same sub-group: Tehit (721), Kalabra (705), Segar (719).
VILLAGE(S):
- Aimas (Kempf-SIL 1978)
- Pafanlap (Kempf-SIL 1978)
- Klamono (Kempf-SIL 1978)
- Klasiman (Kempf-SIL 1978)
- Klayili (Kempf-SIL 1978)
- Makbon (Kempf-SIL 1978)
- Salo (Kempf-SIL 1978)
- Sayosa (Kempf-SIL 1978)
- Seala (Kempf-SIL 1978)

Moraid
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, West Papuan Phylum, Bird's Head Superstock, West Bird's Head Stock-Level Family, Moraid (Ogit) Sub-Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: West Bird's Head, east of Moi and south of Madik languages
REFERENCES: Kempf and Swartzentruber n.d.
NOTE: Wordlist in file: B - Kempf - Suswa
VILLAGE(S):
- Sallala p=659 (SIL 78)
- Makbon (SIL 78)
- Luvelala (SIL 78)
- Seni (SIL 78)
- Salih
- Sayosah
- Relamin
- Bi-Kalaos
- Seneneke
- Serekpo

Rawagi (Mogao)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, South Bird's Head Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, South Bird's Head Family, Western Sub-Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: ±800
LOC: Southwest Bird's Head along Macluer Gulf, inland around Metamani River
KECAMATAN: Inanawan
REFERENCES: Gravellie 1986
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Berry - Rawagi. Other languages in same sub-group: Kais (704) 18 & cognate (Gravellie).
VILLAGE(S):
- Rawagi (Gravellie, Berry-SIL 86)
- Saga (Gravellie, Berry-SIL 86)
- Esungo (Gravellie, Berry-SIL 86)
- Bedari (Gravellie, Berry-SIL 86)
- Gamure

Salawati (Maya)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Raja Empat Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: Salawati Island west of Bird's Head
KECAMATAN: Sorong
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Grace - Wall'll; D - Grace - Sallahof; C - van der Leeden - Pafanlap; C - van der Leeden - Samate; B - Kempf - Yenahas; etc.
VILLAGE(S):
- Sallahof
- Sakibu
- Saparan
- Walebet

Seget
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, West Papuan Phylum, Bird's Head Superstock, West Bird's Head Stock-Level Family, Seget Sub-Family-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: West Bird's Head southwest of Sorong, west and southwest of Moi language
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Kalabra (705), Tehit (721), Moraid (716), Moi (715)
VILLAGE(S):
- Waian (SIL 78)
- Sallahof (SIL 78)
- Segum p=450 (SIL 78)
- Seget p=900 (SIL 78)
- Kalonoe
- Mafra'kalito
- Sele
- Kasim
- Matugu
- Madeulane
- Malambau
- Kalukedi
- Waikege
- Wakaamou
- Babolongedi
- Wademun
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720 Suabau (Inanwatan; Mirabo; Iagu)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, South Bird's Head
Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, Inanwatan Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,100
LOC: Southern Bird's Head along Maccluer Gulf in and around
Inanwatan and south of Metamani River
KECAMATAN: Inanwatan, Beraur
REFERENCES: Gravelle 1986; Kempf and Swartzentuber n.d.
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Berry - Inanwatan; A - Kempf -
Sigia; A - Walker - Ema. Other languages in same sub-group:
Duriankere (702).
VILLAGE(S):
Inanwatan (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Sege (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Tapin (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Basam (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Solowat
Itigot
15 villages listed (SIL 78)

721 Tehit (Kalbus; Tehid; Teminabuan)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, West Papuan Phylum, Bird's Head Superstock, West
Bird's Head Stock-Level Family, Tehit (Tehid) Sub-Family
(Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-8,500
LOC: Southern Bird's Head east of Seremuk River, west of
Ayamaru, centred in Teminabuan
KECAMATAN: Teminabuan, Ayamaru, Beraur
REFERENCES: Flassy 1978, 1979a, b, 1981, 1983; Flassy and
Stokhof 1979; Gravelle 1986; Kempf and Swartzentuber n.d.
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Berry - Teminabuan; D - Berry -
Sasanek; C - Sagger and Ongkokharma - Teminabuan; C - Kempf -
Teminabuan. Other languages in same sub-group: Kalabra (705),
Seget (719), Moi (715), Moraid (716). There are two dialects,
Coastal and Mountain. The Mountain dialect is more closely
related to Kalabra (58% cognate). The Coastal dialect is 44%
cognate with Kalabra.
VILLAGE(S):
Kalbus (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Kohoin (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Warsar (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Seremuk (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Sisir (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Seribau (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Sawat (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Pasir Putih (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Mangroholo (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Wensloco (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Sasanek (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
Woloning (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
about 35 villages (Flassy 1981)

722 Yahadian (Jahadian; Yabin Yahadian; Wurigo)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Trans-New Guinea Phylum, South Bird's Head
Sub-Phylum-Level Stock, Konda-Yahadian Family (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-500
LOC: South Bird's Head between lower Metamani and Sekak Rivers
along Maccluer Gulf
KECAMATAN: Inanwatan
REFERENCES: Gravelle 1986; Kempf and Swartzentuber n.d.
NOTE: Other languages in same sub-group: Konda (710) 60%
cognate, Suabau (720) 77% cognate.
VILLAGE(S):
Mugim (Gravelle, Berry-SIL 86)
LANGUAGES OF KABUPATEN BIAK NUMFOR

801 Biak (Biak-Numfor; Nafoorsch; Myfoorsch; Noefoorsch; Noemfoorsch; Nufoorsch)
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurum-Hattori)
POP: 40,000
LOC: On islands of Biak, Numfor and numerous islands east and west of Bird's Head
KECAMATAN: Yapen Timur, Biak Kota, Biak Barat, Biak Timur, Biak Utara, Numfor Timur, Numfor Barat, Supiori Selatan, Supiori Utara
REFERENCES: Ottow 1862; Meyer 1874a, b; van Hasselt, J.L. 1868, 1876, 1876/93; Gabelentz and Meyer 1883; Kern 1885; van Hasselt F.J.F. 1902a, b, 1905, 1936, 1947; van Hasselt and van Hasselt 1947; Soeparno 1976, 1977a, b; Fatz 1978; Wanma n.d.; Hartzler 1978; Silzer and Ajaismeba 1981; Graville 1985; Kempf and Swartzentruber n.d.
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Silzer and Ajaismeba - ?; D - Grace - ?; B - Hartzler - Biak; B - Hartzler - Beser; B - Hartzler - Usba; etc.

LANGUAGES OF KABUPATEN YAPEN WAROPEN

901 Ambai (Ambai-Menawi)
SOURCE: SIL; Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurum-Hattori)
POP: 7,150
LOC: On Ambai Island south of Yapen Island, along south coast of Yapen Island from 136.20 to 136.45 deg.
KECAMATAN: Yapen Selatan, Yapen Timur
REFERENCES: Silzer, S. 1979; Silzer, P. 1982a, b, 1984a; Silzer and Silzer 1985; Silzer and Ajaismeba 1981
VILLAGE(S):
Ambai p=2000 b=1 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Rondapi b=1 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Adiwipiti b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Randawaipi b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Menawi p=1806 b=1 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Wadapi-Laut p=300 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Randawaaya p=1256 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Wariconi p=1288 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Sumberbaba p=500 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Dawai b=1 (Silzer-SIL 1981)

902 Ansus
SOURCE: SIL; Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurum-Hattori)
POP: 4,600
LOC: South coast Yapen Island from 135.35 to 135.50 deg., Misosnum Island
KECAMATAN: Yapen Barat
REFERENCES: Silzer and Ajaismeba 1981
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Silzer and Ajaismeba - ?; B - Grace - ?.
82% cognate with Marau (909), Papuma (912), 77% with Wandamen (417).
VILLAGE(S):
Ansus p=3400 b=1 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Kalraawi p=600 b=1 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Alibonde p=600 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Yenusi b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)

903 Baropasi
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; CAMA-Bromley (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, Geelvink Bay Phylum, East Geelvink Bay
Stock-Level Family (Wurum-Hattori)
LOC: East side of Geelvink Bay east of Waropen language
KECAMATAN: Waropen Atas
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Briley - Marikai; A - Walker - ?
904 Bonefa
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, possibly Geelvink Bay Phylum, East Geelvink Bay
Stock-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: East side of Geelvink Bay, inland and southeast of Baropasi
KECAMATAN: Waropen Atas

905 Busami
SOURCE: SIL; Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 600
LOC: Southern coast of Yapen Island near 136 deg., north coast of Yapen Island near 136 deg.
KECAMATAN: Yapen Barat, Yapen Selatan
REFERENCES: Silzer and Ajamiseba 1981
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Silzer and Ajamiseba - 7, 71% cognate with Ansus (902), 65% with Serui-Laut (915).
VILLAGE(S):
Kamanap p=300 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Masiarutu b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Kaonda p=300 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)

906 Kerema
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; UFM; SIL
CLASS: Papuan, Geelvink Bay Phylum, East Geelvink Bay Stock-Level Family (?)
LOC: Northeast of Nisa Lake
NOTE: Wordlist in file: C - Briley - ?

907 Kofei
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; YPPM-Bouwman, Holster (p.c.)
CLASS: Papuan, possibly Geelvink Bay Phylum, East Geelvink Bay Stock-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: East side of Geelvink Bay just inland from Sauri
KECAMATAN: Waropen Atas
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Bouwman and Holster - Sauri Sirami (Koweda atas)

908 Kurudu
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; Grace (p.c.)
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: 1,570
LOC: On Kurudu Island off eastern tip of Yapen Island
KECAMATAN: Yapen Timur, Waropen Atas
REFERENCES: Silzer and Ajamiseba 1981
NOTE: Wordlists in file: D - Silzer and Ajamiseba - 7, D - Grace - Munupul. 71% cognate with Woriasi (920), 46% with Ambai (901).
VILLAGE(S):
Kurudu p=880 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Kaipuri p=440 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Poiwai p=250 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)

909 Marau
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-1,700
LOC: Yapen Island west of Ansus
KECAMATAN: Yapen Barat
REFERENCES: Silzer and Ajamiseba 1981
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Silzer and Ajamiseba - 7, 82% cognate with Pom (913), Munggui (910), Papuma (912), Ansus (902).
VILLAGE(S):
Webi/Marau p=600 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Nababi p=500 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Warobori b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Makiroan p=600 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Bohar b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)

910 Munggui (Natabu)
SOURCE: SIL; Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-800
LOC: North coast of Yapen Island near 135.50 deg.
KECAMATAN: Yapen Barat
REFERENCES: Silzer and Ajamiseba 1981
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Silzer and Ajamiseba - 7, 82% cognate with Marau (909), Papuma (912).
VILLAGE(S):
Munggui (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Windesi (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Murui (Silzer-SIL 1981)
Asei Puramati (Silzer-SIL 1981)

911 Nasa
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975
CLASS: Papuan, Geelvink Bay Phylum, East Geelvink Bay Stock-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)
LOC: Inland from east side of Geelvink Bay around Danau Nasa

912 Papuma
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-600
LOC: South coast of Yapen Island near 135.50 deg.
KECAMATAN: Yapen Barat
REFERENCES: Silzer and Ajamiseba 1981
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Silzer and Ajamiseba - 7, 82% cognate with Munggui (910), Marau (909), Ansus (902).
VILLAGE(S):
Papuma p=600 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)

913 Pom
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)
POP: +/-2,000
LOC: In Miosnum and west Yapen Island near 135.40 deg.
KECAMATAN: Yapen Barat  
REFERENCES: Silzer and Ajamiseba 1981  
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Silzer and Ajamiseba - 7. 82% cognate with Marau (909).  
VILLAGE(S):  
Pom (Silzer-SIL 1981)  
Serewen (Silzer-SIL 1981)  
Mias Endi (Silzer-SIL 1981)

914  
Sauri  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; YPBM-Bouwman, Holster (p.c.)  
CLASS: Papuan, possibly Geelvink Bay Phylum, East Geelvink Bay Stock-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)  
LOC: East side of Geelvink Bay near Waropen language  
KECAMATAN: Waropen Atas  
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Bouwman and Holster - Sauri Sirami

915  
Serui-Laut (Arui)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL  
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: +/-1,200  
LOC: South of Central Yapen Island and Nau Island south of Yapen  
KECAMATAN: Yapen Selatan, Yapen Barat, Waropen Bawah  
REFERENCES: Silzer and Ajamiseba 1981  
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Silzer and Ajamiseba - 7. 82% cognate with Ansus (902), 77% with Ambal (901).  
VILLAGE(S):  
Sesawa p=200 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)  
Kanawa p=200 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)  
Serul Laut p=500 b=1 (Silzer-SIL 1981)  
Aromarea p=100 b=1 (Silzer-SIL 1981)  
Nau p=200 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)

916  
Siromi  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975  
CLASS: Papuan, possibly Geelvink Bay Phylum, East Geelvink Bay Stock-Level Family (Wurm-Hattori)  
LOC: Inland from east side of Geelvink Bay just south of Baropasi  
KECAMATAN: Waropen Atas

917  
Tefaro (Dembia)  
SOURCE: YPBM-Bouwman, Holster (p.c.)  
CLASS: Papuan, possibly Geelvink Bay Phylum, East Geelvink Bay Stock-Level Family (?)  
POP: +/-100  
LOC: East side of Geelvink Bay east of Waropen  
KECAMATAN: Waropen Atas  
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Bouwman and Holster - Tefaro

918  
Waropen (Worpen; Wonti)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; Grace (p.c.)

CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: +/-6,000  
LOC: East side of Geelvink Bay  
KECAMATAN: Waropen Bawah, Nabire  
REFERENCES: Held 1942a, b, 1956; Ongkodharma and Saggars 1977; Silzer and Ajamiseba 1981; Walker 1983b; Kempf and Swartzentuber n.d.  
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Silzer and Ajamiseba; D - Grace - 7; C - Flaming and Ongkodharma - Amboni, B - Walker - Roneri

919  
Woi (Wo'oi)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL  
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: +/-1,300  
LOC: On Miosnum and west Yapen Island  
KECAMATAN: Yapen Barat  
REFERENCES: Silzer and Ajamiseba 1981  
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Silzer and Ajamiseba - 7. 77% cognate with Pom (913), Marau (909), Ansus (902).  
VILLAGE(S):  
Wool p=1300 (Silzer-SIL 1981)  
Wainap (Silzer-SIL 1981)

920  
Woriasi (Wabo; Nusari)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL  
CLASS: Aust., Geelvink Bay Sub-Group (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: 1,500  
LOC: North and south coast of east end of Yapen Island near 136.45 to 136.55 deg.  
KECAMATAN: Yapen Timur  
REFERENCES: Silzer and Ajamiseba 1981  
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Silzer and Ajamiseba - 7. 46% cognate with Ambal (901), 71% with Kurudu (908).  
VILLAGE(S):  
Korombobi p=622 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)  
Kerenui p=300 b=1 (Silzer-SIL 1981)  
Dawai b=1 (Silzer-SIL 1981)  
Waindu p=549 b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)  
Paparub b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)  
Woda Wansu b=2 (Silzer-SIL 1981)

921  
Yawa (Mantembu; Mora; Yapanani; Turu 2)  
SOURCE: Grimes 1984; Galis 1955a; Voorhoeve 1975; SIL; CANA-Bromley (p.c.)  
CLASS: Papuan, Geelvink Bay Phylum, Yava Stock-Level Isolate (Wurm-Hattori)  
POP: +/-6,000  
LOC: Central Yapen Island  
KECAMATAN: Yapen Timur, Yapen Selatan, Yapen Barat  
NOTE: Wordlist in file: D - Jones - Rosbori
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THE MAPS

Eleven maps have been prepared to show the locations of the languages of Irian Jaya. The first map serves as a guide to the remaining ten; it shows the boundaries (in black) of the nine regencies of 'kabupaten' and the boundaries (in red) of the language maps. The language maps show 'kabupaten' boundaries in red. The language maps are on a scale of 1:1,000,000
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